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Revolution today is no longer the empty word that it has been for
some decades in the West No more do Western socialists need to
look with envy on the stru gling peasants of the Third World It
is the contradictions of a vanced industrial capitalism which are
now be inning to explode Dramatic, worldwide convulsions have
blaste away the limitations
on human possibilities which
capit‘
_
alist prosperity had seemed to make final They have reminded us
that we sti 1 have great opportunities - larger than ever beforeof realisin the dreams of generations for a new world to replace
the barba.ri y of capitalism
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Students have contributed more than any other social group to
this change in the olitical climate Campuses have exploded
across the world - okyo Berkeley Nanterre Berlin Milan,
Warsaw London and hundreds more The strikers, sitters-in and
demonstrators have rarely contented themselves with narrow reforms in their immediate situation Consciously and creativeky
the movement has challenged the whole structure and ideology of
th e un i vers it an d bourgeo i s soc i e t y Everyone, t he ru l ing class
included, mus recognise the reality of the "student revolution
A revolutionary does not, however bow down before facts -no t
even before the facts 3 f revolt . The coming social revolution
will Re qualitagivgly iffeﬁentffrom aﬁythinglthe gtudeng $gvemen
as crea e
e mus
ere ore as ourse ves ow an
the student movement has developed what its potentialities ire
and so suggest the course which it can take in the future This
s u n mov n .
v groun e
n
u
situation; but it is necessary to begin by putging this in a
global ersgective. The student movement s a response to changes in the e ucational system and in society on a world scale.
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Education in Class Society

Education in general has the function of giving individuals the
technical knowledge necessany for them to part cipate in social
life. It has also the function of ensuring that they conform to
the oals and norms of the society into which they are born. It
isltgese aspects of education of course, which are most comonly identified with it, Education is for many synonymous with
knowledge.
But in class society, the educational system performs other
3
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functions which are determined by the social relations on which
that society is based. It does not simply impart knowledge, or
inculcate norms of behaviour which wou d be necessary in any
society. The educational system performs certain functions which
are necessary only to secure the smooth functioning of society
in the interests of the ruling class, and to maintain its class
rule. Education under capitalism is characterised by its functions in social selection in ensuring subordination to repressiggyaggpprigyéxgpgiigdintegrating people into a society in which

to act as tutors. The ruling classes took only a mild interest hn
them, sometimes only being attracted to them out of the general
revival of a desire for knowledge. Education, however, was not
an integral part of the requirements of the ruling classes, indeed in some cases (Spain for example), was absolutely disdained
by the aristocracy. The educational system was left to a subordinate class of intellectuals and bureucrats that one then hired.
The right to rule of the aristocracy was not challenged, and the
traditional pattern to give the first son the family fortunes,
leaving the others uihake their way in the army or the church

Education in capitalist society is an important mechanism in the
process of dividing up the potential labour force according to
industry's requirements For labour of different degrees and
types of skill. This process largely confirms workers in theﬁﬁme
(or a very close) level pf employment as that of their fathers,
but it also allows a few ‘talented’ members of the ‘lower’
strata to rise to the ruling class and so ensures a degree of re
newal in that class. Equally significantly, this process legitimises inequality and privi ego. If one does not rise to the top
it is one’s own fault, for no working hard enough... And finally, this process of social selection is an instrument for masking the fundamental differences in capitalist society(exEloiter
vs. exploited) by presenting society as a finely graded ierarchy with no sharp antagonisms. The ‘middle’ strata are given
the illusion of superior ty over the workers so as to create
a.cushion between he latter and the ruling class. Manual workers are led to believe that it is differences between t pes of
wage labour_(labourer/clerk, etc.) which are the crucial divisions in society, and that mobility within the class is the
highest hope for most.

In time, however, the educational system was used more and more
by the ruling classes to enable their sons to spend a few years
in relative leisure, to acquire a certain discipline of mind
(thus the retention of classical languages in t e curriculum
expressly to develop with their highly com licated grammer the
ability for closely argued logical thoughtg, and above all to
learn to rule, by which it was meant to learn to command.
In the pre-capitalist world instruments of social control were,
generall qui e sufficient to deal with the exploited classes. j
The family sent the young ones to church; the church preached
the sanctity of the fami y, respect of authority, res gnation to
one’s state and in exchange it promised a better lot in the future life. It is interesting here to note how the Roman Catholic
church, which is historica ly the religion of very poor countr-
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their existance in a society where at least a minimal degree of
self betterment was possible).
The Rise of Capitalism

The schools functions within this grocess largely by confirming
a selection which occurs through t e effect o income, the cultural conditions of the family and the social power of the class
of origin. These factors work to perpetuate existing class divisions, and the school system is designed to push back to the
class of origin the vast majority of he pggu ation. A.minority
is allowed to rise, but cnly by accepting
e ca egories of the
dominant culture and the given authority structure. Promotion is
dependent upon the comple e acceptance of the subordination of
the student to the teacher first, and then to the head master.
The more complete the negation of one’s personality, the blind
acceptance of authority, the greater the guarantees that the
future will not lead to rebellions, that the authority of the
boss will be accepted as a.matter of course, and therefore the
greater the rewards.

Eith the rise of industrial capitalism the educat§pnal system was

changed, even if for different reasons and at dif erent times in
all advanced countries and institutional education arose for almost all classes.
The educational system became thus composed'of two different
parts, what we may call a ‘popular’ and any elite’ stream.

Although early capitalism did not really require a skilled or
even literate working class, ‘popular’ education was introduced

relatively early. Th s was par l%0due to the need to save a valuable labour frrce from chi d la ur and partly to ccndition
from an early age the future work force.
I

l ti

With the family the educational system is the main instrument
for the transmission of the socie y’s values. The difference is
that in the family one of ten also receives values of a conflicting nature ( a clear class consciousness in working class
families) while in schools the values received are in general
those of the status quo.
The Development of Education
.\
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Parallel to this displacement of the traditional condition the
new system of production had led to entirely new forms of organisation and resistance. The urban proletariat was proving to be
very different from the (id peasan classes.

I

Thus the distin ishing characteristic of the ‘popular’ educatiai
al system was 1%: brutal enforcement of discipline. The literature and history of the time bear a powerful witness to this

effect. The all important element was docilityh acceptance of t
authority. The sooner the kind of conditions
at were to be me
in the factor were met and accepted the better. The teacher todn
the role of the boss, the prefects that of the foreman and the
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Eggaghhgd lgdtgg gﬁgubgeaﬁgowhogf tgectggditiongl %amilynstructure. The church was also declining in importance in the new envir
onment.
_

These functions of mass education in capitalist society are not
the same as those fulfilled bylzhe institutions of higher education in_;he period of the emergence of capitalism, or even in the
early industrialism. This is simply because the mass of the population was excluded first from al formal education and then
from the universities. Indeed at f1rst the universities played a
marginal role even for the ruling classes. Universities were
founded in the Renaissance by students, and professors were hired
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eolicemen that were to hound the pupils for the rest of their
ives. Education was in the system marginal or better an excuse
gegeégeegxistence and more of en than not it was not even
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In contrast, the ‘elite’ system was continued and even slightl

extended. Here too, however, education was, in a sense marginal
"Since one’s place in society was clearly
‘
defined by one’s birth one could easily afford to spend one’s
early years in leisurely pursuits worthy of a gentleman,tutored
by amiable eccentrics. The distinguishing characteristic of
the educational system for the elite was that it was comﬁletely
divorced from rea ity. Indeed great pride was taken in t is. To
reinforce the point one studie the classics greats or such
like, and education acquired a role similar to the ‘Grand Tour’,
a pleasant diversion, an interim between the joys of infancy’
and the rigours of exploitation.
'
what was important was the aauisition of an attitude of mind:
gegsfirm knowledge of belone ng to an elite, a belief in one’s
,§;“t to do so, and the abi ity to command. If some knowledge
‘ t oeuseu
b
f l 1 ater i n life , this cou ld e asyepceup
il b
i k d
later on the spot and the educational system could remain untouched and uncontaminated by wordly considerations. It was
thus that the universities could remain aloof ivory towers
where students and teachers could indeed be a “community of
scholars”.
If there was some authoritarianism, it was only because the
societ as a whole was authoritarian. Indeed in many ways this
educational system was a lot less authoritarian than society
at large.
The intermediate jobs in society, those between the elite and
the proletariat were taken by poor relations of the elite
or t eir illegitimates and hese seldom required more than
a minimal formal education. What knowledge or skill they required they picked up during a period of apprenticeship.
Changes in Capitalism
The further development of the industrial society led, however,
to a radical increase in the skill and lnowledae needed by
society. This increase was experienced at all evelst The increased competition in the internal and international markets
made research and the immediate application of the latest
technigues of the utmost importance. More and more technical
knowle ge came to be needed by the elite to rule, but also by
the work force in order to man the ever more complicated industrial machinery And as the size of the working units expanded
and working me hods advanced, an increasing gap was experienced
between the direction and the shop floor. An increasing number
of intermediates was needed both to relay and enforce orders
from the direction and to provide information to the direction
as it became more and more aloof.

British capitalism, the earliest to develop and the slowest to
change woke up late to the fact that modern industrial technology recquires not only sources of raw materials, capital,
labour, and markets but a.high1y trained and adaptable labour
force as well. Although even Ba four had admitted that education was ’Vehaotic, ineffectual and utterly behind the times",

6

and bemoaned the fact that ”although Britain was a great industrial nation, there is no organised training of those’upon
whose ability and skill the future of our nation depend __
organised education continued to Jog along in the tradition
of British pragmatism.
The industrial revolution in Britain ignored the universities
and schools: it was brought about by self made men.
_
It was not really until after the second World War when British
Caeitalism had been forced to the outer limits of its technolog cal inventiveness, that the years of pressure by the Laboar.
Movement and the great secialis reformers began in earnestd o to
take a hold on the consciousness
of ittheli ruling
class.
Force
in
t
t
i
t
s
the
ever areater comeetétion by he Saga gnege gaﬂetaegﬁg Sand by
Atlan ic by rev ve European an
D
D
.
the ruthless effeciency if state capitalism in the Soviet Uniog,
a whole new outlook on e ucation began to emerge. “men Ehe ear s
"Made in Britain” were no longer sufficient to guaran ee
e
sale of the oods, when the Imperial markets ceased to be solely
the ameroaative of the British ruling class, Britain would have
to s ream ine its educational system.
The Birth of the Technological University Abroad

~

If the British rulin class onl became aware of the need for
”technological capi%alism" after the end of the Second World
War, this was not, however, the case with other capitalist
countries.
In a sense, Britain by virtue of being the first country tp industrialise had had a fairly easy task. Its goods were superior
to those of its competitors, and furthermore in large areas of
the world,i.e. the Empire, it had no competitors at all. BK
virtue cf its early monopole position Br tain was able to old
a virtually unbeatable posi ion of privilege for quite a time.

Other European countries trying to get a foothold of the international markets, either by competing commercially or militarily for them, had bﬁ virtue of heir having arrived second an
ue ill fight from t e start. America too had to fight, this
t me not o capture the international markets, but simply to
aeager itself more independent of their previous economic forea ers.
The need to industrialise in a world where Britain had already
established itself as the major producer of manufactures, and *
even more industrial machinera where most of the technical
discoveries were made and app ied in Britain, impressed on
these countries the need of a modern educational system that
was E0 garnish the countries with the technilogica skill they
requ re .
It was thus in the France of Napoleon the famous *Ecoles
Politecniques’ embrionic example of the technocratic schools of
the future, were founded to provide the technical elite Ehat the
republic needed. These were established in all the coun ries
throuah which the Emperor's armies marched and were retained
when hey were forced to retreat.
If in France the emrhasis in the universities was for the PTOduction of technocrats in Prussia the rising capitalist class
put a.much-stronger emphasis on territorial expansion as a way
out of their impasse and the universities were closely geared
to the needs of the army.
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But this convergence is not an abeolute tendencrhleading automatically to uniform educational institutions.
e educational
requirements of different kinds of labour_cannot be fully reduced to common denominators. nor will privileges of any kind
be quickly surrendered, We have seen in Britain that the
rationalisation of the State secondary school structure, which
has begun to feplace the grammar and secondary modern schools
by the comprehensive,_does not imply ant ellmlﬂﬂtien Of Dubllc
schools: only the basis of entry needs o be modified to ensure
adequate flexibility and mobility. at a univereity level. tee.
only marginal reforms are_effected in the leading ruling class
institutions such as Oxbrldge. C&D1t&llSt educational reform
does not yet threaten their existence in their present forms.

Thus these and similar countries, because of the relationshi
between their development and that of industrial capitalism gs
a whole, experienced a much earlier coordination between economic and educational development than was the case in Britain.
But_these changes onl slightly indicated what was to come.
Capitalism in its highly developed stages has had to introduce
vast educational changes which are the basis from which the
world student unrest as grown.
EDUCATION TODAY

_‘—-1

Modern capdtalism is characterised by an acute competition for
the international markets, igresponse to its basic contradictioo of overproducti0n._In or er to compete efficiently, capita s enterprises require a high level of research which can be
immediately a1plied at both the product and production stages.
The tendencr towards the concentration of productive resources,
leading to oth vertical and horizontal in egration, is implicit in the Qﬂpitﬂlist dynamic of competition and accumulation.
Thus modern capitalism is characterised by particularly great
educational needs. The ruling class has an ever greater need
for an educated work force. The directing elite needs more
technical knowledge to rule, and the armies of intermediaries
between the elite and-the work-force - the vast industrial
bureaucracies above all - are expanding.

Producing White-collar Workers

The chahaing problems of capitalism do, however, necessitate a
massive ransformation of t e institutions of higher education,
a.change of much greater significance than any w ich takes
place in the schools. Modern capitalism requires a vast expansion of higher education. and the changes which must occur are
qualitative as well as quantitative. In earlier periods, universities served to educate the ruling class itself and narrow
strata of the future professional groupings (doctors,laayers,
teachers, etc.) who would themselves be considerably privileged
compared to the majoritr of the population. In the present
stage, the higher educa ion srstem is required to produce in
a d dition grea.t m as ses o_f hi gh r tra'in ed i n d’iv idu als
_ wh o se
destiny is to become white-col ar employees. The intellectual
element, science and its application has become crucial to the
development of economy and society. Large numbers of scientists,
engaged in the research that is becoming a more and more necessary part of industrial and military development; technologists, even more directly concerned with this process; lowerlevel industrial management; administrators generally, with
both extra specific skills and a general education to make them
capable of higher flexibility; lawyers to service the giant corporations - urveyors of human manioulation; and teachers to
perpetuate the whole process, as we 1 as providing a higher
level of eneral education for the rest of the expanding work
force. All these performers of mental labour are ecoming more
and more essential to the system, a powerful productive force._
They are becoming an important section of the proletariat - pﬂld
in wages and divorced from control of the productive process
just as are manual workers. And it is to produce these very
changed groups of workers, who are not even necessarily more
privileged or better paid than any manual workers, that the educational system has undergone its vast expansion throughout the
world in recent years.

Thus modern capitalism has basically three different classes to
educate. Now between the ‘elite’ and ‘popular’ stream there is
an intermediate technological one.
What is important however is that the educational needs of the
categories overlap to a considerable extent. The educational
needs of the toc_‘technocrats’ are not really different from
those of the ru ing classes. Their educational requiremen s
have, in a sense converged since education or knowledge is not
any more marginal for either of them. At the other end of the
scale the more skilled of the workers have a need for a general
and technical education which is even freguently in excess of
that of the lower echelons of the interme iate classes. Here
too educational requirements have converged.
The convergence in requirements does not necessarily point to a
convergence of the actual educational process but there are,
however, at present some trends in this direction. Twozdditional factors are here of‘ nimary importance.
The rise of parliamentary democracy in the West, and the organisation of working class resistance in the form of trade union

and political movements made it necessary to use the educational
system in order to maintain unaltered the crystallised social

relationships. Thus education tcday is used to give rise to the

myth of social mobility. In order to,achieve this, the more

o vious positions of privilege within the educational srstem
have to disappear. It is much better if there is a semb ance of
democracy - if your position in society is, as alwa s, guaranteed by yoor social birth, but it is glossed over with an apparently meritocratic system. This ﬁneritocracy’ has however a
built in bias, and so always gives the same result, thus legitimising automatic positions of power.
The second is an econrmic reason. If the educational needs of

different classes considerably overlap, then it is more econ-

omical to educate them toaether. In a world of harsh competition every little bit coun.s!
_

-

These changes have profound effects on the pcﬂitical and social
character of the student population. No longer part and farcel
of the ruling class or of a privileged elite, increasing y destined for subordinate positions in societr, often unsure even
of this future and existing in an extreme y insecure condition,
students no longer identify automatically with the bourceois
order. Thar become ooen, in a way in which they have no been
in the pas , to poli ical and social ideas and modes of action
which would not have been possible to the comfortable middleclass students of earlier generations - the strikebreakers of
1926 and the like throughout the world.
We are not suagesting that there is any straiaht line between
the changing unctions of education in capita ism, the expans9I

B
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ion of higher education, and student revolt. For students anywhere to ecome conscious of themselves as a group opgosed to
the ruling classes and the existing social or er, muc more has
been necessary. We must consider the wars in which the_uniuarsity expansion has been mediated in par icular countries. In the
United States the transformation of higher education is more or
less complete, and.rohflict arises over the effect which the
streamlining of education, dictated by the needs of industry,
has on the prqerects of intellectual fhtbdom which is guaranteed by the wh e liberal ideologg of the universitr. In
Germany and France, on the other and, the universi ies have
be
tl
d d, b t
t h
t b
.
toegdggi tg ghgggeg needs gfscapitgligm cgegfrtgérgﬁgdggtgrgﬁg
are poured into them. The crisis arises from the same transitioh, but in a somewhat different form because of the different
stages in the transition which each country has reached.
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vanced world in t e fifties and have developed very rapidl ,

mi

although with great unevenness, in the last decade. Everywhere
a younger generation which did not know the ‘thirties and
‘forties has arisen to ouestioh the political divisions which
became fixed during tha period. A new gencration, which has
absorbed aHd.t&k8S for granted the material pr ress of the
last thirty years can afford to examine the réfevance of old
political institutions to the present age.
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The Political Crisis

We believe that the ccntradictions which have given rise to the
student revcﬂt have their'basis in the changing economy of
capitalism and its effects on higher educa ion, which have beai
described and which we analyse in greater detail in the
following chapters. But the forms which student revolt has taken are not simply determined either at the economic or at th 6
educational level or in a combination of the two. Otherwise it
would be impossible to explain the timin of the revolt in
different countries. The crucial factor gere has been the political and ideological changes which began throughout the ad-

l
l

I

Youth does not need to accept that the choéce is betweechtwo
repressive forms of society, cacﬁtalism an stalin sm.
e
general disaffection towards bo
of these, and especialli the
erosion of both Social Democratic and Communist arties, aye
rofouhdly contributed to the student Ill0VBlIl9Il'|3?8.l'ld in addIl)t10Il, the students have contributed towards their decline). It
is no acc id en t th a t the re a 1 st u den t revo lt i h Bri
A t ain did
‘ not
'
emer g e until well into the p eri oo
d f L aou
b r Go vernmen t or th at
in America was p rofoundl y affected by the Vi e tnam was that
in Germany by the Grand Coalition, etc. Because of its orlains
the student movement can never involve the divorce frcm p itics which characterises the trade union movements in the
advanced West. As we shall see it must develo its challenge
to the Universitr, but it has tremendous political choices
and responsibili ies as well.
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Chapter 2 - The Institutions of Higher Education
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Control

In the university sector of the higher educational system the
issue of control is fairly complex. According to official ideology universities should be autonomous institutions, free to ta e

decisions independently of outside pressures, at least as regards academic affairs.."Freedom of institutions as well as
individuallfreedom is an essential constituent of a free soc-c
iety...” The defense of academic freedom is seen as involving
a constant struggle to prevent interference by the state, politics] groupings or, of late, even students,“ in the organisatioi
of courses and the appointment of staff.

The whole elaborate structure for the external control of the
universities (though not of other institutions of higher education), is determined by this ideology. The Government does not
provide funds directly to the universities, but through the
Universities Grants Committee (UGC) which allocates funds among
the different claimants. Even this committee cannot determine in
any detail how the latter are to spend their grants. This is
supposed to provide "an efficient shield against the intrusion
into academic life and policy of irrelevant political
influences”. *
In this way the universities themselves are conceived of as
‘communities of scholars’. Scientific impartiality is guaranteed
by preventing external influences affecting them. From this standpoint, to worrr about their role in society is to worry about
the external cons raints placed upon them,or rather it is to
assume that their role is clear and unambiguous (Pursuit of

knowledge etc), and that any outside controls are greater or

lesser

hreats to this fundamental goal.

Even at this level it is clear that the ‘autonomy’ of the universities is being eroded in certain ways, official ideology to
the contrary. We will refer to_the tie up of big busioess and
some areas of university activity later, but even in erms of
direct financing, the UGC is far from the harmless body it is
often credited o be. “The majority of the Committee consists
of people actively engaged in university teaching or research;
the rest are drawn at present from other forms or eoucatioﬁ, fron
industry and from research establishments”. In ﬁe . 0
9_
twenty members in~1963, four, includina the chairman, held directorships of private industry, one be hg Chairman of Mobil Oil

I
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and director of nine other companies, another ex-Chairman of _
Unilever. Two other members held appointments in the nationalis10
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ed industries§ The recent freeze on the university building
programme by the UGC is an indication of the gross external constraints wi hin which the universities operate. But the debate
about external control of the universities is likely to be mi5understood unless the facts of internal control are first made
c ear.
1
I

-_
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The Robbins‘ Report sums up the situation as regards internal
university government in England and Wales (except for Oxford
and Cambridge) as follows:
“The ultimate governing bodies are the Court and the

Council. The Court is a general supervisory body; it is
normally large and of;predominantly lay membership. The
Council is t e executive governing body that+activel controls finance and externa relagionships... it also has a
predominantly lay membership”.

Ultimate power lies with this majority of ‘lay members’, everywhere except at ﬂxford and Cambridge. Who are they? There is no
overall survey available but we have one case study - that of
the London Sc ool of Economics. There is no reason to betieve
that the situation elsewhere is fundamentally different.

The relevant section of the LSE report presents the following

picture:

"Forma1 power at the LSE lies with the Court of Governors
which meets but twice a year. Real power, however lies
with the Standing Commit ee of the Court, to which is delegated all power not directly vested in the Director ( he
is an ex officio member of t is thirteen-man committee.)

A look at this Standing Committee over a number of years is
as_they say, revealing. There are now three members of
staff on it (the three senior professorial Governors) and
three ex—officio members viz., the Chairman and ViceChairman of the Court, and the Director.

W. M. Allen

'

W.M. Allen, a e b

1

1954

1 d‘

Lord Bridges (Director of Babcox and Wilcox Ltd.,Brazilian
Traction Co;Ltd. Equity and Law Life Assurance Society
Ltd.) has been Chairman since 1957.

’-

'

Executive Diregt2re5fStﬁgeBank ofeéﬁglahgg 1961 4) ls the
Lord Tangley

Lord Tangley holds the following directorships:Bermuda
Broadcas 1H% Co.Ltd., Broadcast Relay S8TV1C8iﬂY8TS8&S) Ltd
(Chmn), Cen ury Power and Light Ltd.(Chmn) Ci gin Ltd.,City
Commercial Real Estate Investors Ltd.,City National Investment Trust Ltd.(Chmn) Cross and Herbert éHoldings) Ltd.
( t.Chmn) Edifice Trustees Ltd. (Chmn), lectronic Trust
Ltd., Im erial Continental Gas Assoc.§Chmn). Independent
Film Distributors Ltd., Industrial an General Trust Ltd.
(Chmn% , London and Buntley Property C \,London Maritime
Inves ment Co., London MerchantSecurities Ltd., Portman
Buntley Estate Co., Rediffusion Holdings Ltd., Rediffusion
TV Ltd.(deputy Chmn), Sanitas Trust Lt ., Second Industrial
Trust Ltd., Technology InvestmentLtd., Mount Everest
Foundation, Trans-Artartic Eggedition Ltd., Trust Uggon Ltd
Trustees Ccnfederation Ltd.( mn), Ultramar Co.Ltd( Mn).
Walter Wangler Productions Ltd. , Wembley Film Studios Ltd. ,
William Deacon's Bank Ltd.(deputy Chairman). Yorkshire
Insurance Co. Ltd.(joint deputy Chmn).

Frederick Seehohm
d ' k Se b h h ids the following dtrectorships: Bank
gfehgndgn and ﬁogtrgal Ltd., Barclays Bank D.C.D. (Chmn),
Barclays Bank Ltd., Century Insurance Co Ltd.(Chmn)Century
Insurance Trust Ltd.. Credit Congolais S.C.R.L., Friends
Provident and Century Life 0ffice(Chmn) Gillett Brothers
Discount Co. Ltd., Merchants Trust Ltd.

.:2s.P:r%:2.i2;z“.:'iema.°a.°1..%?.:a. 1..
if h

Lord Bridges

direct involve-

years Sir Paul Chambers (ICI and insurance) and Sir Jock
Campbell (owner of Guyana etc.) have been
on the
Standing
't
1
llk
l
“§g42fgE5F§§§§ruBr%§2'r2s{e$1%§ the odd person thrown in

is ‘§,*e§.%s..zd‘es.%§.12'ea .a's.:raa
I

F.E.Harmer has been Vice-Chairman since 1954 (on the Court
since 1947 and on the Standing Committee since 1948). Mr.
Harmer 1S Director of P &0 Steam Navigation Co.(dep.Chmn &
Nhgr), F. W.Ha.'rmer (Holdings) Ltd. , Federal Steam Navigation
G:>.Ltd.((hn_1nt), Gray Dawes Westray 8: Co._ Ltd., Hain—Nourse Ltd.
London Li e Assurance Ltd.,Me ropolitan Life Assurance Soc.
New Zealand Shipping Co.Ltd.(Chmn), Pgﬂ Fund (Insurance)
Ltd., R.& H. Green and Selley Weir Lt ., Tradist Tankers
Ltd., Westminster Bank Ltd., Westminster Foreign Bank Ltd.
William Cory and Son Ltd. He is also Government Director of
B.P. Co. Ltd. and some subsidiaries; in 1964-65, B.P.
donated £6,435 for ‘other purposes’.
The additional members (though not necessarily the three
staff members) are drawn in the main from the same closed
social field.
_
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d rectors of finance,
inar%1ycgar€g:k?Egia%hgt€%€g2'aﬁgetelevision, the higher
Clgglagorvice members of London's Clubland (not the

Whiskey a Go 6 but the Reform and the Atheneum). It is this
segment of tﬁe ruling class in our sociBtY3Wh0 ﬂ1S0 C0ﬂtP01
general educational D0110! Within the LSE's
"'

This general control by those from big business does not mean
that this group is responsible for determining the content of

courses or the selection of teachers directly. Other bodies and
individuals with interests and attitudes of heir own mediate
between the governors and the concrete decisions taken about

teaching and research.

\

The professariat

J
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The most important of these other interests at work is that of
the professoriat. In the civic universities this meets in the
Senate together with a minority of delegates from the rest of
the academic staff (according to Robbins never more than a fifth
of thegtotal senate). This is "the apex of academic government . It controls academic affairs, it makes major appointments and is the final authority on syllabuses etc. It is here
that the allocation of resources between different faculties is
agreed and clashes of interest between senior academics reconci e .
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The professoriat_cannot be regarded as a mere tool of outside
interests yet neither 1S it fully independent. The whole operation_of universities depends upon the ability of the Senate and
Council to work together. In fact this never seems too difficult
for_either body. Thee are able to reconcile whatever differences
of interest exist be ween them because they both accept the same
fundamental values. It is important to stress that the compromises between the two sets of interests presuppose broader difin—
itions of the university, determined by the outside interests
and accepted by the professorate. The governcrs are "the shtappeal i
ase f d
t
th
d
b
”
d
furthermgrg the°hha§S?ﬁ§§e§§§oiﬁts t§em?i3e33§a§§éi1h?d§r
an
Principal whose importance “it would be difficult to overestimate” and who must be the centre of ate discussions involving
broad questions of internal policy".
w
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The real content of internal university control may be summarised as follows: At the_top are the Ceurt_and the Counci1,under a
variety of names but is any case being in the main self-perpetuating;_both composed in the_past, now and probably for the
indefinite future of a maJority,;f members drahn from the top of
the institutions which exercise power in the wider society, together with a minor ity_of academics, usuallr senior professors
who aecept their definition of reality, at east to the extend
of being willing to serve on boards which_they dominate. This
body structures the environment within which questions as to the
running of the university are posed (and answered). Its final
power of arbitration lays down the eriteria for debate within the
Senate. Those conforming to such criteria are those who will in
turn be acceptable to the Senate and from whom in normal circumstances, the professoriat (and thus membership'of the Senate)
will be drawn.
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In this way the values of the ruling class permeate down from the
top._Individual ruling-class interests~do not in the maih direct
harticular courses cr spheres of research; rat er he va ues of
he ruling-class determine what is to be considered academically
permissible and relevant as areas of debate and research. But
this overall hegemony does leave room for other interests and aspirations toumake themselves felt at lower levels. Here traditions of academic style and classical conceptions of what a unversity is, or even very occasionally the demands of science or
sehoiarship, continue to plaﬁ an important and independent role.
Withih an overall bias (whic means that a chair of ‘industrial
reiatiens’_is_taken for granted, while one in revolutionar%
agitation is inconceivable) there is considerable leeway. y
ruling a whole range of considerations out of order a suffocating negative sanction is tperatedz within the area left for debate there lS freedom for considerable and immenselr valuable
academic ‘freedom’ - such freedom is of course pure y 'academicﬁ
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Power in the Techs
Within the other institutions of the ‘binary’ system the situatiohhis not ih thehleasttohscured by any liberal metaphysics. As
An on Cros an
as Du 1 :
.
_
,
5&1 would not susgest for_a moment that they (ie the universities) are no responsive to any intimation of the national need that they can discern for themselves. OT Ehat
Governments are able to give them. They have always een
§?sgo3sive ane gereromorehsehthggytgHeg§- gﬁgrgltgﬂatggnse
ig
e ree o
u
.
in whicﬁ the other ceTiﬁEss can be said to be under more
This 'g§§§§i'S33h?%hi°?sr3xer¢1sed without any buffers such as
the UGC. Agart from a.handful of institutions called polytechnics’ in t e London area, the technical colleges are adminstered b the local authorities, who appoint their governing bodies.
These governors have powers considerably in excess of hat exercised b their university equivalents: "The €0VeFH0¥S.$U°"1d"
appoint the teaching staff, full-time, part-time and vis1t1ng-(Ministry of Education Circular,10-8-59). At the same time they
are ve
much representatives of business interests: ‘The geyerningrbody of a technical college should consist largely of
people...who have current experience of the prohlems offindustrr
and commerce...”(ibid%. There is a certain ambiguity o gen ro
in that many lccal ant orities are unprepared for the pro ems
of administering what mar_be, in local authority terms,_enorm0u5
institutions, and in addi ion finance for these ihstitu iohs
comes predominantlr from the Treasury and the H3t1OH&1tD00t- f
Thus considerable (rang and fro-ing between the_De1ar hen 0 r
Education and Science (DES) and the Local Authority mia
occu .
-

?2:n€ew%€ﬁ§eI8f
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in which industriaéists
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*
vercan
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_ effectively help themselves--*
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one of the most_impgrtahttfgetgrs lb i:O$g1gfW%§e 1Eg§i§gc%§SﬁS_
tgialnfiggg agarticulggly those of the electrical engiﬂeerteg
industry’14It seems that“some gttthelgressgrebhhigh ghgeeorérms
br9ugh€ht0 §ea{ §§e§°at§§§S&1gse to infringement of academic
fgeggom Eta $2021 government autonomy. But this was §re§t§§ntS
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istance in a dozen ways t0 the eelleges Whlch they Suppor e '
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The point about this sector of the GduCﬂ$10Hﬂlb5yStem1¥gera? 1
has never been surrounded rang thgs ggsegggdgasyaeggyslbeen rec_
mYS?ig3eéST%ﬁa£0%% %£0%2§ingcanfgirly direct vocational traihing
Ognls
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out
or
not
there
as
whether this has been effectively 9aT¥1e
t 1 The'actua1
never been any question as to who is in Ooh P01-businesq commun_
carve up between the local authority, thealegeed the faat that
ity and other interested parties has no
1 ,
nity, ie
the technical college exists to serveetheuigceookeegmeheqe c0,,_
the local industrial interests. ho-on
, f
d *_
eges as outposts, Let alone bastions, of academic ree Om

Higher Education and Modern Capitalism
Cap1ta1iSm today sees education as having three inter-related
sets of functions.

.r.,.
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are expected to be Signif-
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Firstly, it is responsible for the provision of skills increasingly demanded on the labour market.

“In our time progress - and particularly the maintenance of
a competitive position - depends to a much reater extepg
than ever before on skills demanding special training"

II
i

Secondly its research, particularly in the fields of science and
technology, becomes an integral part of the capitalist productive process. Merely to survive in the world market firms and
nations have to apply new knowledge and new techniques of production.
S
‘That nations seli in international trade is tp an increasing extent the ability to innivate quickly.”
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Thirdly higher education has to play its part in maintaining the
general ideological control of the ruling class. As much is admitted with talk of “the transmission of a common culture and
common standards of_citizenship...” and the acceptance that it
1S a “proper function of higher education , as of education in
schools, to prtvide in partnership with the family that background of cuiture and.social habi upon which a healthy society
p n s *’
The TeCQ%h1t10n and full acceptance of these functions by the
universi ies has been_a relatively recent development in Britain.
Until well iuto the nineteenth century higher education meant
‘the education, moral and physical as well as intellectual of
the cultivated man’ with its emphasis on ‘character’,‘service',
poised and rcunded personality and an easy amateur command of
the non specialist skill appropriate to a nuling class in a worki
of steam nayigation sunpowder, and manuscript, 190n1y a tiny
stratum of the popula ion entered the universities - in 1951 only
1.7% of the population had higher educational qualifications as
00mDared wit 7.3% in the USA.20As late as the 1930's nearly a
quarter of the total university ptpulation was at oxford and
Cambridge.
The structure of higher education in this country is at the moment in the process of transformation. The mechanisms of the
transition and its impact on the institutions will be looked at
later. Here we shall deal with its outcome in terms of the relationship of education to the wider society and the effects of
this on he content of teaching and research. In doing so we
shall draw both upon the comments of those who are the driving
fbrce behind the ransition and on examples from that society
which seems to them to portrag their own future to the educationalists of the ruling-class: t e United States of America.

Technological Capitalism and the Physical Sciences
Modern capitalism is above all technolo ical capitalism. Competiticn of increasing intensity creates tﬁe need for an ever more
rapid renovation of the industrial structure. (The crisis over
Britain's slow rate of growth in 1950's was, it will be remembered, a crisis about the second fastest decade of economic growth
which Britain has ever experiencedlg The permanent arms economy
which underpins the expansion of t e system is predicated upon a
similar process of permanent innpvatipp of the means of mass destruction brought abcnt by the in erna onal arms race. In response to this situation unprecedented sums of money are spent on
scientific and technolog cal research. The universities are expected to integrate into the military-industrial complextas both
the purveyors of trained manpower and of an unceasing stream of
profitable knowledge and techniques.
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o t'nue rivatel to regard
Egg ggti%it?gsoastgigiﬁtggégteg?yBﬁtnobjectively vigwed they are

big business. In the US total funds expended oh Researchnendaggge
elopment in 1961-2 amounted to i4,740 million_ ol ers.
y
one sixtieth of these were provided by the universi iesphes
_
against nearly a quarter by industry and two-thir s y
e 30V

ernment21 Subsequently the American Council on Education stated
that if these funds dried up “the whole charactertgf_menyq%hég€:
rsities‘ reserch Programs (and in Coneequeﬂcefe t glrlénﬁave H)

ional programs) would change. Many research e or s ou
rtaiL_
be abandoned completely, Others wculd_have to be s_arg y ed ent_
ed"22 whatever the individual scientist thinks, is epar m
al, faculty and iniversity heads will see themselves as in the
market to sell whatever he has to offer.
"The university and segments of industry are becoming more alike
As the university becomes tied into the world of work, the_professor - at least in the natural and some of the social sciences
- takes on the characteristics of entrepreneur... The twc worlds
are merging physically and psychclogically...The university is a
mechanis held together by administrative rules and powered by
money.“$3The bluntness of this American writer is not found mudi
in Britain yet, but even an old-style liberal like Robbins can ,
discuss expenditure OD9€dUC&tlOH as ‘investment on human capital
at considerable lengthe4
Such institutional factors have a profound and distorting effect
upon the development of science. In the past th1S was H0 more
immune to the influences of the social ehvironment than any t h_
other aspect of human
aetlvlty. and thls remains 5° gngggcegﬁ
nologica capitalism. Patterns of conceptua isa ion an
develo ed in the wider society do not disappear when the laboratory is entered. As Karl Korsch has written:
_ _
“The content of mathematical systems is also ccnditioned
historically, socially, economically and practically..There
can be no doubt that before, during and above all after he
awaited overturnins of the socio-historical world, ma ematics will be cons rained also to undergo a transformation
‘more or less rapid’ .’ ‘ ‘
'
fl t
verall change nn the organisaticn and
Egﬁcggtioglgi lifeeitsglf? Its form cannot be determined independently of such a process._ _
. ,
' "It would however he ridiculous for a would be ‘Marxist to
oppose a new ‘Marxist’ mathematics to the systghs ain?iously erected over the course of centuries. We do not wish here to enter the questioh of the ‘autonomy’qoff
scientific thought. Quite clearlp there ista cpmpl2X_DTgg9§£ 2

mediation between the developmen, of a Dar ICU HT ~@1@"1 1, ‘
particular time and that of the society at large. But SQuat_y
cieariy science, the attempt to conceDt%%11$9 t2? wgiitigg é%ng"
1 Y’ ls 1nf1u€n¥Pd
very cogesgiencg
decaying
capi a ism,t0TﬁtS
e merger
0 . hhdaihgﬁstry
~ . is* the- _
subordination of science to concerns and intgrests whigh R£$i;g_
posed on it from the outside: but the “recon ltlog %_ P1{t%*Own
tific progress is that science should e _ree c §_1p t_Eql or
problems and cqpcerns, for prcgress in science is ia ec 1-‘
it is nothing.~
'
..
s its concerns are given by the DOWPYF
If Sclence
gecomﬁqtaoglanis
of its*. concerns
that
he. Toray,
Q
_ y - the*_development
' q
v
‘ “ dis;
torted, but even its inner organisation has been violentggguuuh
,
.
h. seen most clearly in the case o
i§§t§i§tédTti§h@§2r@§s@ projects. Into the university has been
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brought “the same security apparatus that is operated in laboratories like those at Los Alamos or Oak Ridge".23“With the
discovery of fission and with some technical breakthroughs in
electronics, physicists became the most important source a natioi
state could call on. A large number Became soldiers not in uniform. And so they have remained." 2

Much that used to be considered an integral part of the free
development of science has of course been scrapped in the process. The most important results of research are not published.
International co—operation between researchers is often ruled.
out for security reasons. Political considerations become a
crucial part of the appointments prcnedure. Even the apparantl
most remote areas of investigation can become absorbed into militarist or industrial concerns. A renowned astronomer has charged.
“It is exactly what I have always felt about the space
program - that_the astronomers were being used as_a taca
of respectability for an essentially mi itary pwoiec .’ (‘.139- CDCD
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The ‘ ‘Social sciences’ '
Not only does modern capitalism require an ever-increasing
number of technologists from the universities. It also requires
explanation of the society it controls or, what for it is much
the_same thing, justification of its own power. The social
sciences’ are as much a growth section of higher education as
the physical ones. While the number of students graduating in
arts in 1966 was _ only a little
over
10 %_ hi g her than in 1962
_
_
there was a 50% increase in social studies graduated in the same
period.
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This expansion is a corollary of the growth in size and complexity of industrial units and of the tendency towards integration
of the state and industry. The extension and interpenetration of
systems of bureaucratic control means absorption on an everincreasing number of personal. Control of the work force becomes
a central problem for those at the top, for scphistication of
productive techniques makes direct ghysical compulsion of whole
strata of workers less and less via le. Forms of informal passive
resistance are lHCT8&Slng1¥_d1fflCU1t tcidetect' the power of
formal shop-floor organisa ion is magnified by the close knit integration of the modern productive processes (the car industry
offers daily examnles of this)._ The vast expansion of subordinate roles within he bureaucratic apparatus itself makes it
easier for the incumbents of these to succumb to pressures from
below at the expense of demands for profitability which come fron
above. Defense of profitability with an internal police force(as
Henry Ford did) or with an external terror apparatus (as Joseph
Stalin did) become self-defeating in a complex productive machine
which demands initiative as well as response from many of its
productive workers. For the controllers of the corporate organisations which dominate modern capitalism the search is on for
‘good’ managers, for new ways of handling subordinates, for
‘integrating the work-force , for ‘understanding’ the causes of
discontent, for manipulating ‘group dynamics’. So also is heightened the need to predict and to control future markets. In these
areas the social sciences make their peculiar contribution.
The story of the tie—up between the interests of industrialists g
and the growth of industrial psychology and industrial sgciology
has been told too many times to be worth repeating here. What is
of relevance is that he sole aim of these sciences was to make
workers amenable to directives from above. Excluded from discussion was any possibility that resistance by the wcrkers could
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impoverishment;nf content. The early cﬂassical economists aimed at a
comprehensive understanding of the society they lived in. By the
end of the nineteenth century even the best of them such as
Leon Walras were concerned to grasp the system as-a whole but
only on the phenomenological level: they were not concerned with
its internal dynamics and developments. After Keyes the retreat
is complete. Neither explanation nor phenomenological descriptiai
but the reduction pf science to technique. That the system works
is taken for granted. But it has minor aberrations and this requires technicians to service it. The scientific vision has lapsed and econ0mics.no longer questions its content or direction.
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Sociology, too, goes through a comparable decline, though it
never s arted from the heights which philosophy and pol tical
economy reached. It sprinﬁs from two ﬁelated sources. One is a
reaction against the deve opment of hndustrial capitalism a
theme‘which has been traced out for example in Ro ert Nishet’s
work The Sociological Tradition’. Durkheim's ethical
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and class conflict neveritranscends the rubric of an ‘abnormal’
division of labour in order to be dealt with as a central featuna
of capitalist society. Weber's sociology too is fired by his
overwhelming pessimism at the fate of industrial society his
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This is not to argue that American sociologists have be°°m9 Con"
upt or been bought off (though eleerly many heVe!)a Ehﬁsrggching
rather the way in which a much more fundame nﬁal 8-Ir} tat}-1-e
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Moore and Davis have’consulted’_with the government. Janowitz is ‘interacting’ with the mil§&ary. Bernard Barber
works frequently W th 1ndUStrYThe sums of mone involved can be immense. In 1965 total geverﬂ-*
ment funds to Beﬁavioral and Sccial Science Research amougted to
some $273 million. Of course much of_this’goes ont epg 1; ,_The
social science. But ‘basic social science tgetg phz waapoﬁs
State Department and the Defense Departmen an
Y
t
cabinet level executives are the ones who make the highest use
of basic social sciences. The State Departmpng. Egﬁeugliéigal
diplomatic functions has l ng been eeseele 9 W
P
science and anthropology.“87One ArmY_Dr0Jeet- Ceme1°t which _
rose to fame when interdepartmental rivalrips caused‘%ggSp%pp€%y
lation, was allotted $6 million for its Dre imlﬂery
study‘.
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sociology is paradoxically a reaction against the most successful attempt to grasp the significance of capitalism as a worldhistorica system, viz that of Marx. Thus from its origins the
concerns and conceptual structures of society are infused with
ideological features of a very specific sort. One principle
which still holds contending schools of sociology toﬁether is
the need fir each generation in turn to try to ury .arx where
iits predecessors have failed.
Sociology, not surprisingly, has managed to coexist with capitslist society fairly easily. Not only are capitalist
governments prepared to put money into the universities to
finance such ‘scientific’ activities but sociolo ists in turn
are able to hire themselves out to business and ehe government.
ln the US there is hardly a college without its institute
or sccial research presided over by an acadcmic of'some standing. They do not inha it ivory towers:
‘Wilbert Moore and Merton have both ‘served’ industry.
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c nthe view that basicall swcieties- cohere. That such a view
_
truism
not deal with the problem oi Sﬂelﬁl ehenge hes beceme e pthit
even within mainstream sociology, yet attempts to TeS°1eF _tf
dilemma have necessarily failed. At best they transform unc
ionalism from a theory of social reality (and clepr%y eﬁii%e0TT"
ect theory) into an interlocking Set Ofreeﬂeepte H 0 W C 5"?
information about reality can be fed without it worrying the
h. So i l ical ‘theory’ is the neg-
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"qhe retended laws of sociolo
which ere taken es causes
- thag fact happens because ofgthat law etc -ain fpctthpve
no causative s gnificance' they are almost algaygl aufotgg—
ies and paralog sms. Usually t ey are only a oudegcpibed
observed fact. A fact, or a series of fac s are
11 ti.
b means of a mechanical process of abstract genera sa En
the relation of ressemblance is abstracte?bf{og %hepe.tgg
this is what is called a law and has attr u e
o
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fungtion. But in reality what has been feuﬂd thex
€guﬁgw?vgardly more than the collective name given to a38
series of facts - but there is nothing new in names."
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The present is justified as necessary, because it is what 18No science can develop until Deeple are Prepared ?° er iticise
ruthlessly the'immediate appearance pf E%iggSéeT%é;Oﬁ3v$%g%sighe
elaboration of theories wh ch have s gﬂ
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The ‘social sciences’ are of central significance to modern c
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HSHPEBHC ’ an ‘ n ernal war‘. But not hnl does inv 1v.ment with US imperialism in South America or Asia expose ghee
commitments tha skulk under the head of value-freedom: the lack
of real aid they can give to a ruling class on the retreat also
exposes their own lack of science.
It is here too that we locate the source of the alienation of
the student of the social sciences. His initial interest is in
understanding and changing society. He is told that the field
for him is economics or sociology. His training however consists
in learning at best how to tinker with the machine called,sociehr
at worst in the mastery of an esoteric {argon which it is alleged explains the world. It does no such hing. But the expectat-»
ion is not that easil Y destro Y ed . esD eciall Y as there is an
available approach to the study of social reality which, distorted and bashed around though it be in academic courses, cannot be
ignored and still seems to many students to provide a genuine
foundation for a science of society. Marxism not only grasps the
present reality in all its concreteness: it also points the way
out of the gresent impasse. Pitted against it the social sciences
appear as t e sham they are.
=
The Transition
In Britain the pressures for the universities to contribute directly to the immediate needs of capitalist society were much

slower in developing than they were abroad. The old universities
remained unchallenged in their lofty eminence. They considered
themselves as part of the leisure life of the ruling class,
where the new generations of rulers could learn an appropriate
life-style, away from and abcye the sordid pressures of he
commodity producing economy on which their power and privilege
was ultima ely based. In turn, the owners of industry, with he
easy-going attitudes of the first-industrialised, applied few of
the pressures which were so crucial for the development of science and technology in Germany and elsewhere.
When the needs of science and technology began to be recognised,
it was in an appropriately dilletantish manner. Pure science
flourished as yet one more pastime befitting a member of the
leisured classes.
"By the 1870's Oxford and Cambridge were ready to accept
experimental science as an ingredient in education, bu thar
were not prepared to jettison their cherished ideas of a
liberal education in favogg of the ideal of a university as
a research institution."
The development of the new provincial universities, particularly
towardslzhe end of the nineteenth century, modified this patteni
but not fundamentally. They began to provide the necessary
education for the newfprofessions created by industrialisation.
For a small section o the middle class suc an education now
became a necessity. But this neither challenged the basic prevalent conceptions of higher education nor provided a real technological output for industry. They combined acceptance of the
educational values of Oxbridge with those of the established
middle class. Insofar as they were considered to have utilitarian importance it was as a training ground for careers in the
professions “and these do not yet include Employment for which
higher technical education is required.” 4
e
Here also while pure scientific research flourished, applied
science developed only slowly. Technology tended to be regarded
as something to be ‘tolerated’ because government and industry
supplied funds for it, but basically to be an intrusion from the
outside. Even as late as 1959 the ratio of technology to science
students was lower than in any other industrialised country.
Other indices of the lack of acceptance of technology are the
poorer qualifications of technological entrants to universities,4 and.the relatively'low percentage of middle-c ass childnai
who opt for this field.45
p

The needs of the economy for technologically or technically
trained personel which were not satisfied under this struc ure
were either ignore éuntil they belatedly caught up with the ruling class in he mi nineteen-fifties) or shunted off to a completely different set of institutions. These were to be less
efficient and less well equipped, but much more taxing on their
students.
t fill th
s left by the
ﬁnigeigltyog stgm?tgfigggeaofstheoearliest? %§g Mechanics Instt :
1tut%€lhEgge€2wwlﬁs%itutes are organs of the middle classes and
their purpose is to encourage the study of those branches
of ‘useful knowled e’ wh ch it is o "the advantage of the
bourgeoisie that tge workers should possess...The middle
classes hope...that by fostering such studies they will
stimulate'the inventive poweﬁ of the workers to t e eventual
profit of the bourgeoisie.
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The institutions which developed from these shared a number of

features which sprang from their origins outside the mainstream
of legitimate higher education. Spanning the whole range of
technical education -from technical secondary education to a
limited amount of postgraduate work - they were poorly financed,
as the state of many of their buildings testifies even today.The
technical colleges’ have had a changing and_unstable role:
“They haye acted historically as a residual category - making up the educational deficiencies of the primary and
secondary system, providing vocational training rejected by
the universities, meeting he needs gor en intermediate
level, and of those who, for a varie y o reasons, wished hi
pursue a university course in a technical college." 4
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In this situatini the institutions could and in the main still
can only operate in one way: at the expense of their students.
The students on non-degree courses have the worst time of all.
These are run on a variety of bases, but in_eeneral all are
characterised by an extraordinarily high fai ure rate at every
stage. The Ordinary National Certificate for example usually
involves two years pf part-time day and/or evening study while
the student is pursuing his ‘professional occupation’: The
Higher National Certficate requires a further_two years of study
after the ONC. After this even further study is required to
obtain membership of the relevant professional bedy. The students
have to work their way through courses whose defining characteristic is the need for rote-learnin . The sole aim of the enterrise is to develop a minutely subgivided grading system along_
the Way while restricting entry into the professional associatnxi
insofar as this is possible. In 1956 of 5,786 students Wh0 had
enrolled for certain National Certificate courses, only 26% _
passed their ONC and a mere 10% obtained HNC’S. Cemperﬂble fig-
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for the University of London external degree in 1960-6147 The
number of students who pass thrcugh these %indE 0f10h:gH?%g}

generally
‘an periods),
da‘Y'"release'
but psandwic
csslblh on
twelve
week
or even
cours 33 igenﬁge-the
-ha S conthe
ditions to which they are subject abysmal. They are Dgrofpits
worst victims of cur educational system at every S ﬁg operation.
Post-war changes
By the middle of the twentieth century British capitalism started
to feel the burden of its east neglects. It emerged from the
second world war irreparab
damaged as a dominant imperialist
power. Its formerly unassailable political and financial positiai
could no longer conceal the inefficiency of an old established
industrial base. Indeed, the legacy of the past - a world political role and the position of sterling as an international reserve currency -were to be positive fetters on attempts to renovate
industry, as successive financial crises have been witness to.
But attempts had nonetheless to be made to restructure British
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theeasking? itsvgllaggegf gge-gr%iﬁei?c1:%Sig0%no¥l§'mggggggtgiqg
and world markets have long been fadin . More and more in
the future, it will be necessary to kely on the qualit of
our industrial and commercial personnel ’...“The count
cannot afford to rest content with a s stem under whichrthe
technical education of its potential skilled workers, industrial leaders or commercial executives is left so largely'to
the initiative of the young employees themselves...From he
eoint of view of the count ’s manufacturin industry agrculture and commerce, thertraining afforded by s system of
part-time education in conjunction with employment is long
overdue...Much closer collaboration between industry and
commerce and the education system is essential if the countis|:o develop a national system and the ersonnel with
the trainigg and the knowledge adequate to the needs of the
future.“

ures for the 1958 City and Gui ds exams show, for_a certain

classification of colleges, success rates Of Only 28% f0I‘ the
Intermediate and 6'7 for the F‘inal45 Failure_to takeHNC OI‘
City and Guild Final is not so much tailure in the exams as
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a period of twenty yeags the st§t§rYn¢¥§§s1§§i§g1itgrigigﬁsigver
eager te gemeve drags on over-all profitability. Nationalising
1 mos
ac ward industries in order to provide essential ser-

Quaiitative changes begin to take place in the relationship between the state and the universities. Although the state had
been financing the universities previously his had involved
relatively small sums -£1 million a.year in 1920's rising to £4
million in 1940's. This was to rise to some £200million by the
mid-sixties.
The nature of this change was recorded in the University Grants
Committee's report for 1946. when to the previous terms of reference (vis:.,Tb enquire into the financial needs of university
education and to advise the government as to the advise the governeent as to the application of grants...") was added the follow ng:
"
“ ..and to assist the preparation and execution of such
plans for the develoement of the universities as may from
time to time be requ red in order to ensure that they are
fully adequate to the national needs"(our emphasis).4
From now on higher education was not to be iudged by its ability
to provide the ruling class with an appropr ate life-style, nor
with its success in the transmﬂﬂsion of erofessional skills to
the middle classes . From now - on ‘nati ona nee ds ’ i e the demands
of big business for trained personnel and a constant output of
new techniques was to be the criterion underlyin all government concern with higher education. This concept is the unifying
thread of a whole host of postwar reports and recommendations.
Negiwas this change anathema to those with power in the univers es:
G
“The needs of the state have almost without exce tion been
met when the need has bgﬁn shown clearly, precisely and authoritatively to exist.”
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two sorts. The first co
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in general and technologgelg pagtigulgr.0Thg§gagg%gnigmegggtgléal
welcomed by the Government and have been implemented even faster
than Robbins envisages. Thus there were, by October 1967, 199,40)
students in the universities and 95,000 in the training colleges
compared with Eobbins estimates of 197,000 and 75,000 for these

Robbins
¢

But if there were not principled ebjections to the subordination
of education to the needs pf the imperialist State. there-""5 3
superstructure of attitudes and institutional arrangements Whi°h
rendered such subordination both ineffectual and inefficient“.
' t‘
d r posals -in the Percy
ggSg%%e(§g2g?tggdithgsghgtelgggeﬁnonptgchnical education_1956) —
bolth the relatively small percentage vef the D0D111at1_L0I1 111 higher
‘ducation.and the imbalance in fayour of the humanities and Dare
Science remained. The Robbins Report was an attempt to reme%y
this situation. Approppriately eﬂeugehlt Wee Prigégigegvgt tKe
someone whose own career epitomises
e cemingh_ h haracterises
elites in governmegt, industry and education v ic c
modern capitalism.
The Robbins Report was the first s stematic attempt to relate Z
the_stracturetof higher1edueattgg;¥o the needs of a modernised
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The second set of recommendations concerned the structure of the
educational system. Here Robbins favoured a continuatjon and a
strengthenine of the university sastem. This was to be extended
so as to inc ude the training col eges and also the more successful areas of the binary half of the system. There was to continue
to be a strong buffer between the universities and direct govern-

ment interference in the form of”ihe UGC.

‘Academic Freedom’
It is in this area of the report that the Labour Governme t d dicated t d
1
B
'
c
n ' e
has sacrifiggsg Egbbld:1ﬁlmgglitg%ilT §3§§r§§eh§§i§§ii°gtcaihera
conceptions associated muth the view of universities as elit e
institutions. He wants them to accept the functions ascribedeto
them by e ehaﬂeeﬁ Capitalism, but not for them te alter their
mode of operat on in any fundamental way Aeedemle 11fe for hi
should still be relaxed, immune frdm the immediate cares of thg
world of business, without however denying the requirements of
the latter. In this he reflects the concerns of large numbers of

°ap‘ie%ée$eviei~€i3p32%ee¥3 of full time hiatus education in

Great Britain and in the light of national needstand_res-;
ources to advise Her Majesty's Government ondwha Drtnelp
les its 1 6 term development should be base .
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So too was the rationale behind its recommendations for the ex-
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search there the aim is to turn out finished products and
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And, if there is further need to underline his Deint. Robbins
has written elsewhere: _
t
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rd on Something
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British academics have nothin
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taey do demand a privileged pgsl%igg inc?¥?t3%d%gc%gdi%;%m lgg

Cemgittee we5are in real danger Of being "outclassed and
undersold.”
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Given this view of the role of education, it is not surpr _

rect pressures. The will serve it f
subordinate interestsyare met. Their eﬁeel§i1hie§§°¥hg§dei§§e§eue
in the liberal ideology of ‘academic freedom’. Academic ‘freedud
has never meant any fundamental questioning of dominant capitalist values: it has always been the ‘freedom’ to accept the socie

that the report should be willing E0 $"blggtaghgn;né€gg%1gé;% 3%
industry:
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for example, to a questioning of the necessity for the state to
manufacture weapons designed to exterminate civilian po ulations
or to engage in repeated wars of colonial cppression (though,
revealingly enoigh, it was taken to mean that students at Essex
in 1968 could not question such activities.)

was likely to a
e OW
’ estment - which we are inclined to duubt - there would

Robbtns himself is quite unambﬁguous on the matter:
‘...it is impossible to i er ret that rinciple (ie the
principle of academic freedom? as implylng a right of the
universitges to operate independently of the needs of publh:
policy.” 3 .
A
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forms of investment that also bring . external economies . ult
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forms of nationalised industry-"(PaI& 628)
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However, in the Robbins Report itself the red meat of
li class interest is mixed in with various hangovers ﬁromrtra8ltional liberalism and Robbins believes that there is in the recommendations ‘an ethical element..,guite outside the consideratio
of returns.’ The major difficultv which he comes up against in

The recommendatiens of the Robbins Repprt can be divided into
I51
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his attempt to marry the interests cf the old academic community
and the needs of modern capitalism lies in the fact hat expansion of education in the university sector leads to greater expenditure than a similar expansion outside the universities. It
is here that the ruling-class has broken with Robbins. British
capitalism, attempting to renovate itself as rapidly as possible
has refused to pay the price which a ‘liberal’ solution of the
problem would demand, or to put it differently, liberalism is no
longer competitive.
Functional education
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After much hesitation the Labour Government has committed itself

to major expansion of higher education outside the universities.
If our economic straits allow any expansion of higher education
that is, it will be concentrated on the proposed polytechnics,
rather curious institutions which are in ended to combine the
benefits of direct control with the range of a.university education, but without giving rise to any of he nasty illusions which
a liberal education can still foster. (these illusions arise not
from the content of university education but because the mere
fact of the university teacher refusing to become positively
involved in capitalism and its needs is increasingly a.threat to
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ed. A certain ‘lifestyle’ resulting from broadbased courses is
still considered essential.
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We have tried to analyse the functions which higher education
serves in modern capitalism, and the relationship of educational
changes to trends in the devleopment of capitalism. Our main
concern in this pamphlet is to show how the student movement has
emerged in response to these changes, as well as the more general political crises, and to argue the course which we think the
student movement should take in the future. In chapter 4 we
analyse the conflicts which have occurred; But first it is useful o examine who the students are - where they come from,how
they are selected, and where (in capitalism's scheme) they are
going to.
A wealth of sociological studies has exposed - sometimes almost
accidenta ly -how n Britain more even (but not much more)than
in some other capitalist countries, the educstional system operates a very effective system of social selection. This selec ion
involves, n great measure sorting out the sons and daughters
of one section of the working class from another, and much of
the sociological data is confusing in so far as it refers to
these sections (manual workers an clerks Tor instance) as different "classes“. In the descriptions which follow we have had
indvitabl to reproduce such confusions‘ but is as well to bear

in mind tHat_the undoubted divisions between unskilled. skilled,
cler cal,_ professiona and o her workers are I10 c ass divisions

For this fact is very important in helping to explain why many
in an apparently very highly selected, el te groip such as
students are, s ould nevert eless come into fundamentﬂ conflict
with the capitalist system.

The Early Years
The process of selection begins almost at the monent of birth.
From conception on, the child of manual working class parents
has less chance than the “middle class" child of succeeding
on the educational ladder - and even,less nhance of living at
all. For a comparison of infant mortality rates shows tha the
children of semiskilled and unskilled parents are twice as likely to die before the age of one than are the children of middle
c ass parents L

Mortality

g§rt§h0gB%3d
T 8- 9 33
Ir

Social Class Of Parent,
According to Registrar-General‘s Classification(1)

-

1
11
11.9 22.2

111
23.1

1v
33.1

v
40.7

J

During the last 50 years the survival of infants has increased
dramatically in each social class but the relative levels of
the mortali y rates between the classes have been maintained.
Indeed th
1 ti l
kill d
today thanethgyawerg laughs pagt.?T&?al workers are worse off

3
E

The child learns his social culture mainly through the lan age
that his parents and social contacts use. This process of lgarning begins when he can reagond to, but not make, verbal signals
(111) That is. the child
ll start to acquire from the age of
one he necissary tools of communication that will enable him to
make the best use of whatever educational facilities are offer-
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ed. Bernstein has shown that the middle dass child learns to
communicate in the same sort of language as that which will be
later used in the school situation: the socialisation of the
child’ takesTglace within a certain formally articulated languag

structure.
e future is conceived in direct relation to the
educational and emotional life of the child. Consequently, the

child grows up in an ordered, rational structure in whic

his

total experience is organised from an early a e. The school is
also ins itution in which every item is linkeg to a distant
future and in consequence, there is no serious clash of expectations between the school and the middle class child, or between
the teacher's values and those of the child.
The lower working class family structure on the other hand is
less formally organised than the middle class to educate the
child The linguistic relationship between mother and child is
one in which the language structure limits the ability of the
mother to verbally e aborate her subjective meaning. The working
class child is sensitive to a form of language use quite distinct frqm the middle class usage. Thus, his language is confined
to a ‘public
language. Compared to the mid le class child who
has mas ered both formal and public language, the working class
child is at a distinct disadvantage in he school. He d scovers
the limitations of his own language structure -which
agns
a large number of idiomatic transitional phrases rom
c he
can choose - compared with that of the middle class child who
has learnt to use language so that he can select to mediate his

individual feelings. The language structure of the teaching
situation f5,both formal and public. The language of the working
class child is public only.
Add to‘the language influences at work on the child other factors such as the availability of books and reading material; the
mother's attitude to her children; th»number of children in the
family; the availability of good nursery and primary education
in the dead hearts of t e in ustrial ci ies compared to the
middle class suburbs; the general family orientation‘ the sickness or health of the chil (4)It is hen clear that by the .ime
the-child enters the infant school his educational chances are
to a large extent determined by the accidents of his birth.

Finn Primmy &:lnol to Granmar School
From the moment that the child enters the educational system the
middle class child is likely to pull ahead more than the working
class child. The choice of primary school shows a class orientation: only 16%.of working class parents send their children to a
primary school gettin%"31%»or more childﬁfn into a grammar school
compared with 44% of he middle classes. =
A school which alreadv had a high reputation for getting childrai
34
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into the Grammar School will ive the child the sort of educatioi
necessary to get over the 11 lus hurdle into grammar school.
Douglas found that after testing a representa ive sample of children at eight and eleven, with standard tests, that he childrai
at the favoured schools drew further ahead han those who were
not as such schools. Children from all social classes benefit
1

t, b t
h
e ironment is more
§§§$r§1i§°§v§§l§§ie°t§ £33512 clags 2ﬁlld%gn.nDouglas shows that

in all aspects of the child's educational life, the middle class
child benefits far more than the working class child.
Two examples will suffice to show what.is amply illustrated as a
general principle. A. He adopts a series of standards about the
parents’ attitudes to their children and shows from this how the
child from the middle class home benefits on every count. Assessing the parents' standards of infant care, of infant management,
use of medical services, interest in school progress, desire for
child to go to gramar schoo 1 an d the wish of the parent for the
child to stag on at school, tested by doctors, teachers and so on
throughout t e country, he found the following figures to apply
in at least four of t e above criteria:—

Upper Middle
“Class
31%

Lower Middle
Class
53%

upper Working
Class
34.6%

Lower Working
Class
19.6%

B. Douglas tested the children at eight and at eleven years with
a stan ard batter of intelli ence tests. He found tha children
from the middle class tended go improve their performance as they
went through school whereas working class children tended to
deteriorate :-

_
1661
M
e Upper

Lower

Working
Upper
Lower

Average Test Score At

Change

6
56.64

11
66.99

53-88

FT: (Q00 I.\JU1

49.99
48.05

50.05
47.55

0-06
-0-50

52.96

Thus, in the school situation, the various factors acting upon
the working class child tended to make him lose ground in relation to the middle class child. These factors vary - language
structure, parental interest, teacher's attitude, quality of
schooling - but they combine to push the working class c ild back
relative to the middle class chi d. Thus, of ch ldren in the
ability range between 55 and 57 2n the test scores; 51%»of the
upper middle class children got o the grammer school, compared
to 22% of the lower working class children. Thus, of children
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lY ag the worging class child
to get into the . grammer school.This
,

is most acute amcngst children of marginal ability - the
‘borderline’ cases, the ‘late developers’ etc.
~
_ l
Floud and Halsey, in another standard work on South West Hert Q3
fordshire show that not onl does the middle class child of similar ability to e working class child have a better opportuni y
of going to the grammar school:

35

Ability/Opportunity Ratios
Professional & Managerial
Clerical
Supervisory, small
shopkeepers etc.

4.
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Manual Workers:skilled
and unskilled

,__

1952
1.10
0.92
1.04

1954
1.23
1.00
1.00

0,97

0,39

1.00

1.00
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- but that in any year when these is a ‘bulge’ those children who
are of marginal intelligence will not get into the grammar school
although in previous years they would ave got into the grammar
school. This again tends to work to,the detriment of the working class child.

Thus, it seems that "the division that leads to the grammar
school is the one that occurs arcund seven or eight on the b i
.
as s
of reading ability"(*T) Furthermore, it is.this division,which
is already to a large extent predetermined by the child's social
background, which will determine the rest of his career.
The Grammar School and the Secondary Modern
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What is known, however, is the distribution of social cl
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gories within the grammar school in the period with whichasswe ca
areemainly concerned :-
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1951

24.6%
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Clerical
10.4%»

Skilled Working
Class
0

44.3%i

20.7%

2'2. 2%

14. 4%

42. 2%

14. 2%

The inference to be drawn from these figures is that during the
period that most of the present student population were coming
into the grsmmar schools, there was a asndency to further exc ude
semi-skitled and unskilled workers’ sons from them; their representation uring this period drops from about 21%;to nearer L@%.
The additional places were taken up during this time by the members of the clerical and professional classes'children. The child
ren from the working class tended to be catered ~Tor by I: h e Tech nical, Comprehensive and bilateral schemes during this period:
1.i?
nor——i.-—-—

Distribution of social class categories in technical bil-9
ateral and comprehensive schoo1s.(From Statistics of'Education, 1961 —~HMSO.)
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Skilled Working

Class

9. 6%

Unskilled

Working Class

54.1%

24- 9%

We are now able to get a clearer picture of the nature of ch ildren in grammar-type schools in 1961 compared to those in the
other secondary schools :Registrar-General’s Classes:
‘Grammar—TYpe':

1

11

111

Iv

V

I d. Efficient

227

4%

“T

'1

'

Grammar

40%

Other Sec.

Tgch.

9%

10%

30%

7%

17%

lg?

3;:

29%

56%-

76%

82%

33%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%
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the classes widen, during the
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If columns B&D are compared, it becomes obvious that the posi tiai_
of unskilled and semi-skilled worker's sons isitheronlgxgggpgafk
ed by a substantial decline.in representation n 8 amm
schools, and in success at 0' LevelIt appears that, despite the wonderful promise of the 1944 Educa~
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Clerical

11, 3%

Unskilled
Working Class

1961 (From Table 12 Statistics of Education (HMSO) Supplgmentlto
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1961

& Managerial

(Table 7 of the Early Leaving Report)

Professional
& Managerial
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Professional

where of those who applied and were qualified,'only 36% gct a
place in the year '66/67. The number of students entering the
Social Sciences between the years 1962 and '66 rose by over 120%.

ioration whilst there that is reflected in their GCEjgerformance
if they come from homes 1n Class 1V and V.(10)Thus, t e child
most -Hkely to enter the sixth form is the one who was not only
in the top third of his age group at entry, but also has Class

.|

'

fr

'

1 parents.( 11-

Whereas“.Robbins_ called for ex ansi on to a target

As Douglas has said(12)“In the schools, we are constantly making
predictions which are self-fulfilling owing to a system by which
we make an intitial Judgment of a child's worth and thereafter
continuously reinforce it by the quality of the teaching he is
given, and y the opportunities he sis offered.”

pansion to about 250,000.

by 1970's, the universities themselves are now calling for ex-

This enormous expansion in education is reflected at all levels,
as more and more young Decple Stay cﬂ at S°h°%1h0n%e¥aggﬁ%g$i0£
levels necessary o get them into some form o_ tﬁg e re ex ect;
There are about 18,000 Dart-time Students HOW.
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000 by the
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give30 degrees
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Bthere will
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. The educa ion co e es

The Explosion in the Knowledge Industry

This process of selection has been developed as part of an enormous expansion of the numbers of students at all levels of the
educational process, and es§ecially in higher education. Before
we proceed to examine the e fects of selection in the student
body, and the qualitative changes in the social destinies of the
mass of students itzs necessary to outline the sheer quantitative aspects of the change in higher education. If we consider tha
following table we see clearly how the expansion has taken place:
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Even given this Erowth rate the Robbins’ Report estimates have
been made to loo conservative when we realise that for the
Academic Year '66/67 the total number f students was 27.300
more than was estimated for. Thus in the "white heat of the
technological revolution", the six years between the commencement of he Robbins Report and the Academic Year '66/61 saw the
number of students in higher education Just about doub e.
This full-time explosion was achieved by an unprecedented programme of university and training college expans on, by upgrad ng
and expanding the ten CATs to University status, and by an immense increase in the rumber of places to degree standard
available.
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This rapid extension of the universities and colleges was said
by Robb ns to be intended to cater for the ‘bulge’ of post-war
babies, but tt now seems likely that the number of qua ified app

115- 9

population curve. For example, Ro bins estimated that in 1965
there would be 64 300 students with 2 ‘A’ levels qualified to go
to a university. In fact there were 73 200. The university
places availab e have almost doubled. ln 1961 65% of students
with minimum entry qualifications got places: 196? only 57% did
so. This is particularly so in the-Arts and Socia sciences,

1 0'-.1

2

0

licants is continuing to rise desgite the levelling out of the

14

Middl class
Workigg class

37%
18%:

47
1§%

4i%'
30%

59%(10%
70%(10%i

Middle class

177

17%»

34¢

66%

6?
2%

117
4%

176
6%

83% 8%
94%t'7%i

Working clace
Middle class
Working class

8%

7%

157:

(From Bobbins Appendix 1 Section 2 Table 4)
Thus, the middle-clﬂs child is the~°hi1d best equipned to jump
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measured un elligence, the lower sggigh csggiae clags learnin We have shown how at each lev3l_-A r ei there is a bui1t_in %én_
readin ages eleven D105. an
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dit re, compared to
0
.
§%;c%gh03eg¥:
ggEesT:gcg%?s
ii gall-tlmeemglhtaiged schools have
increased from 240 000 to 290.000 ever E09 lgst Eg¥Sy€gF€ﬁeThere
are now the equivalent hf 316.000.full- me eac
educational system.(l5)

_Thus, in the eight years '54 -'62, the student population increased by nearly 100,000. In the five years between '62 and '67,
(when_the university population was 199,000), the university
size increased by over 70,000, or half as much again.
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6
6
12
49
54.4

f educational

business indeed :Annual Ellllenditure on Education (14)

Students In Higher Education in England & Wales.
1900 - 1967. in Thousands.

_

cf about 204,011)

;.
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every hurdle on the path to excellence. Robbins also found that
almost % of the undergraduate entry tn the early '60s (71%) came
from the families If non-manual workers , and there has been no
sis ifi
t h
i thi fi
d it th
i
of the 3E?vegs?%§gs.nAmongst %ggemi33Ye glasg §???aX€sex53§?1°“
(59%) came from the professional and managerial group,'and the
remainder were the children of clerical workers.
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The student body in the technical colleges is almost exclusively
male (Birmingham for instance, had 7% female students in 65-66),
due to the lack of emphasis on social studies and arts subjects.
Sanford fOllI1d in his study of technologists inthe making@1)at
Bristol College _ of Technolo_gy in '61—62 , th a t by comparing the
student topulation there with that at Nottingham University, and
the resu ts of the '51 Census, that they were"more nearly representative cm the community as a whole than are their university
counterparts. "The over-representation of Classes 1 and 11 and
under regresentation of Classes 1V and V is considerably less
marked t an at Nottingham University. Over half the students at

Within the university system there are also finer gradations that
exist. At Oxbridge, in he session 63/64, 2/3rds of the admissions were from the 5% of the population who go to an independent
schttléﬁghereas two out of five qualified grammar school boys
apt e
o Oxbridge three out of every four qualified Independen school boys applied( 17)Of the grammar sc h ool boys, the major
ity did not do so, because they di not have the money or the
facilities to stay on in the sixth for the extrawyear.

Bristol had not thought of applying to a university, and of those

who had, over half withdrew their atplications or turned down
university places on acceptance b
he college - "reflecting a
positive preference for vocationally oriented courses”. As well
as_the more working class orientation of the technological universities. There was a striking absence of political clubs at
0
Bristol, and more students attended industry -run sports clubs
than the college ones. Enquiries into their social background
revealed that hey were predominantly Conservative voters, with
lower middle class backgfounds.

At the Redbrick universities, the number of public school boys
in the intake was about 1{3.yet at Oxbridge 61% of all open
awards went to pupils at he 200 schools elonging tc>the Headmaster's Conference and only 35% went to boys at mixed State
rammar schools. Yet, the nmmber of pupils at the state schools
is five time? greater than the number of those in the other cat-

egories.
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At a.t%Pical Redbrick university - Manchesta 1- Brockington and
Stein iihnalyzed data of the intake of students into the univerand found tha the entry of Classes 1 and 11 was greatly in
excess of what one would have thought based on predictions from
the distribution in the potulation at large. They found in the
case of Class 1, that abou six times the expected number entered
the University, and in the case of Class 11. about three times
the number en ered. On the other hand, entries from Class 1V and
V were a fraction of what one would expect -ma quarter of class
1V and a tenth of class V. They‘found that the social class distribution of women entrants showed an even greater class shift.
~Te upward shift in social class distribution alread marked at
grammar school level had become greatly exagerated at university
evel, so that the Eanagerial class children had 54.7% at a redbrick university, w ereas the children of unskilled manual workers were nnly 1.6% of the university population.
The new technological universities were granted their charter as
a result of the recommendations of the Robbins Report. Altogeth-»
er, there are now ten in England & Wales, plus Herriot Watt in
cotland. Their location is generally in parts cf the country
hat would most likely benefit from having a University-status
nstitut ion in their ocality.20 Original y Colleges of Technol, they were upgraded into CATs as a result of he 1956 White
er on Technical Education. Although the student potulation
hanges every four years they still retain a lot of he staff
d he atti udes cf their Technical College days. The expansion
rogramme of the technological universities has been phenomenal:
.g. Salford

June '65
October'67
October’73

1,945 students
3.000
"
5,000
"
(projection)h

t this tremendous expansion has often meant that their amenites are impoverished compared to the older universities. Librares Halls of Residence, and Student Enions have all tended to be
ezleoted, and the Government cut-bac on university building
as exacerbated a difficult situation,

1

Social destinies of students
There is a general gradation of institutions within the higher
education system itself. Not only is there the binary system
which makes a distinction between the University-sector, and the
other colleges, the art-schools, the Polytechnics and so on, but
within these sectors there are also fine gradations between institutiins, which are.reflected in the social origins of the _
people they attract as students. These gradations also determine
to a considerable extent the detail of the individual futures of
students after they leave higher education, as obvtously do the
subjects which individuals s udy. But if we look a the picture
as a whole, we can trace major general changes in the social trospects of students, which affec all but a small minority of he
student population.The origins of students may largely determine
the fact of their becoming students in the first p ace. But it hi
their possible destinies which more directly affect and explain
their own activity and consciousness as students.
That this is so can Bartly be understood from the fact that once
in the system of hig er education, it appears that the working
class children will do as well as, or sometimes marginally be tar
than the child who has best pampered all the way through by a
public school education(2 So selected and groomed have they become, that the standard of their exam performance will lead to
high achievement at the iniversity level. Malleson at University
College found evidence of an inverse relationship between fath-»
er’s occupational class and result of student exams. It seems
that having crossed every hurdle in the wa¥, the working class
child at the University tan start to compe e on fairer grounds
with the middle class a3 Indeed, there is evidence to show that
students from technica schools and grammar schools do significantly better once at.the univefsity than do the putilt from the
public and direct grant schools. 24 This being so, t 3 not surprising that how t ey think of themselves, an how they act,becomes more closely related to their future than to their past.
It is necessary, therefore, to examine what that future is likely to be: to consider how far it now tends to detach workingc ass students from their origins, or to drive them back towards
them. And not sim ly the students of working class origins, of
course: what is tﬁe future for the larger numbers of s udents of
bourgeois and “middle class" (professional,clerical) origins?
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In the nineteenth century universities were almost wholly the
preserves of the bourgeoisie itself and of the petty bourgeoisie
deriving from it and closely related toaﬁt. Students who could
not expect to be catapulted into the le ing ranks of the fuling
class were nevertheless assured of a comfortable niche in Church
h l
i
case securety
orArm¥orPu bli cScoo-nany
1 removed from the
exploi ed mass, and esconced in a milieu throughly permeated wiﬂi
the ruling ideology. Desgite a role, in some countries, in the
revolutionary progress o the bourgeoisie itself, the era of modern class struggle found students as a grout ranged firmly
against the ris nt working class. In Paris n June 1848, as
C iff atd Birchal recall in their pamphlet on the recent French
revolt 35)the students were ranged on the bourgeois side of the
barricades. Likewise in Britain as late as the General Strike of
1926. when many students were active strike-breakers. In this
period socialists regarded students as a grout from whom individual recruits might, with difficulty, be made o the movement.
They did not see the ¥ossibitit§ of winning students across in
large numbers, collec ively. 23
t
,
d with i
i
d i ce World War II,
In
thishasceg een
ury a an
there
rap id exp aﬁgiggsiﬁgtﬁgeﬁumgegs of students
(illustrated by our figures, given above, for Britain: but elsewhere the changes have been even more dramatic). This does not
correspond to any ,rapid expansion of the ruling class: on the
contrary the concentration of capitaé, and with it effective
social phwer and wealth, has increase , narrowing sti l further
the numerical strength of the tiny minoritt which controls in
capitalist society. What has happened is t at as our analysis
of the changed functions of education cln capitalism would sugtest
more and more students are being trained for jobs as white-co la?
employees of the state and industry -not so much as future
members of the ruling class or even, for the most part, as agents of the bosses wi h significant supervisory or directoral
functions.
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courses. A considerable minori y continue t f tomp e ng
e r
research - to be distinguished from te h ot ur her Study and
self
is
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reflection
of
the
uncertai
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successful Student: his prospects onnly wiich besets even the
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ay Hg university are no
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to build them up, formal higher educational qualifications are
becomint increasingly necessary. Such qualifications mgy, ts We

i

have po nted out, be even more necessary to achieve et rtheofirgz
lower levels of occutations. So for the modern s u en .
barrier to individua assimilation.dhto beurseﬁte SQ%%gtYu%?1f_
often the uncertainty about his cagicity 3 gt ktve Apagt from
ications at the end of the course e is unte ual. ns-r e means
direct failure of exams, failure to compte 3 etcgttgin the
that a considerable proportion of studenfsilo no es ecially for
qualifications. The consequence of such a 1ure,h gs who haye
S t “ den ts from clerical and manual worting-c ass om
aren t s
lifted themselves out of their initia s atus and whose
”
cannot afford to support them in further attempts to ‘rise . 15
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While we should not minimise the possibility of rising to managerial and even executive positions which the graduate workin n
industry (or public service) does have, the fact remains the
¥nly a small minority of graduates do reach such levels and thﬁ
or most these are remote and uncertain if not impossible goals.
And if this is true for university graduates (and the UGC figures
refer only to these) it is even more true Bo? those who undergo
other forms of education. Trainee teachers, or examp e, can aye
no illusions about a destiny of great affluence and influence.
The few really elite roles which are available are largely resenved for the university students - not for the gradua es
polytechnics, colleges cf technology, technical-colleges, art colleges, and colleges of education. By and large the majority of
these like a large proportion of university students, can only
expect to get fairly undistinguished white collar Jobs. Of course
in these {obs they may receive certain privileges (not always
financial compared to the rest of the industr al proletariat.
But the increasingly determinant trend is forcing he mass of today's1students in o the working class when they eave university,
or co ege.

iiF | »
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within which decisions are made). and the rewards are commensurately lower. Of course, in some branches of both national and
local overnment service the prospects for.advancement are consideraﬁly greater than they are for teachers, and‘there may be a
correspondingl greater attachment to the bureaucratic structure
within which they hope to rise.

The same may be true of those (and they are a majority of those
first-degree graduate men who take jobs) who enter industry or
comerce. The majority of these are graduates nn science and technology subjects, and the data provided by one recent study of
scientists in industry is somewhat ambiguous on this point.
Pramhr 30shows -that getting on for half of scientists and engineers, with degrees er diplomas working in industry are in research and development work. The remainder are largelyzin
“administrative” positions, but the majority of these are concerned with manufacture, operation, maintenance, installation,
and design for manufacturer ,- fairly technical work. Only (nefifth or less are in non-technical roles, and only 10% become
directors. This-means that while there is a considera le prospect of risin to become a director, only a small minority do dn
fact make 1%. The prospect for the maJorit¥ of graduates in
science, engineeréﬁg, etc. entering indus ry is that of largel£1
technical work wi
no control over general direction even w th
the enterprise. The salaries, while higher than those in teaching
do not compare with those of directors in industry; promotion is
an uncertain and somewhat remote prospect.
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They may not always be conscious of themselves as members of that
class and even trade unionism may be a slow and ambiguous development among some groups of them. Nor whenthey are still in
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done is largely of a technical nature with little part in effe—
ctive decision-making (and none in determining the framework
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fThe emergence of students as an important politically active
orce s a ve
recent henomenon in dvance c
t
s
tries. Until three or fgur years ago those wgo agbatéd thgoun
future of university industry and government were completely
gnworriedfhylwhatjhappened on the campus. The discugsioniin the
o umns o e
e ourna s, overnmen c mm
es
s n s
dinners went on untroubled gy the need to manipulate Ege student
section of the Eopulation Mass sit-ins, strikes and dqnnstrstions didznot i the colleges until Berkeley in 1964.6 Berlin
in 1966-7. Paris in 1968. In Britain, although the heyday of
CND gave a foretaste of the future, mass activity among s udents
dates from the LSE sit-in of March last gear. Ye already the
upsurge has imprinted its message upon t e wider society. It
has s aken t e complacency of late cgﬁitalism. Together with
the struggle of the Vietnamese the etto uprisings in the US
and above all the general strike in France i has rought to an
end the "end of i eology" and confronted the "concensual
society" with radical, socialist alternatives.
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Yet the ngus of this unrest, everywhere analysed, are nowhere
explained
égtiologues have spoken of "intergenerational conflict"4=,{as,if subsume a phenomenon under a wider category
explained ti and the fgustrations of upwardly mobile students
of working c ass origin (although protesting students come
from the whole range of social origins}; others have emphasised
lack of physical amenities (somehow a ong walk to the avatory
makes onecppose the war in Vietnam% or the roke of a few agitators in manipulating the mass s udent body (perhaps th s
should be called the "Bolshevik as Hypnotis " hesis). So
accustomed are they to manipulating people as objects, whether
i n th e f ac t ory or h e un 1 vers ity, h at h e adi ns t rat or o f bo urgois education and their sociologue agologists never conceive
t as possible that revolts against t eir rule are not produced
by an alternative source of man pulation.
But neither has the left been particularly successful at coming
to terms theoretically with the new student revolt. Its analyses
has'remained at the leve of generalities that rarely guide.
meaningful action. Those that go furthqg than this ten to proclaim students as "the new vanguard" -ignoring the vast numbers of students still unmoved by the insurgency. Others merely
re eat Earrot fashion that students need to ioin up with workers

"1

- grue ut it says nothing about how to mobi ise the students
who are to-do this linking up.
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The basic cause of the student upsurge is to be found in the one
factor never focussed upon b the apologists of the status quo:
the changing forms cm'manipulation reguired by the new capitalism. This is related to the changing unction of the university (see Chapter 2) and the changing composition of the student

population. I

affects different sections of the student body

differently. But associated with it are more general factors_
that affec all students. These are particularly important if
a view of long term possibilities is to he abtained.

The Failure of Reformism

-

No account of student militancy can ignore the wider failure of
social democracy. The last five years have seen a general discrediting of attempts to overcome the evils of existing society
by the gradual changing of the existing power structure. In the
U.S. the "New Frontier"and the "Great Society" have progressively revealed its true nature, through from the Bay of Pigs
to the Vietnam War and the Chicago convention. In Germany the
" Great Coalition " has l e ft s t u en t militants and in iv dual
trade unions alone facing the threats of'Emergency Laws and the
present realit of police brutality and press monopoly. In
Britain the role of the Labour governmen is too well known to
bear repeating. The oppositions. statue of the Communist Parties
in France and Ital has meant that their reformists politics was
not so automatically exposed by events - but their intensified
search for national (i.e. bourgeoisg respectability soon disenchanted first a small minori y, t en much arger numbers, of
students when these themselves began to move.

The fruits of disillusion with reformist and permeationist
politics are easil seen. In Germany it was after the SDP Joine d th e governmen t that its exp elled student wing . the SDS gained its real strength‘ in less than 3 years the American SDS
moved from a permeationist attitude to the pemocratic Party,with
the slogan “Ha1f the Waﬁ with LBJ’$, to al out oD£0$1t10H t0
capital sm; dh Britain t e halfhearted pacifism of he CND has
been replaced by the massive militancy of VSC demonstrations.
The success and militancy of direct action in turn encourages
more direct action. The failure of social democrats and liberals to fi ht for reformist qr liberal demands is readil contrasted with the success of the NLF
Vie n , at east among a
minority of students. The action of these inaturn cifers
possibilities of success to other sections of students. A Buccess in California encourages a struggle in Berlin; one battle
in London can produce a rash in a dozen other universities. The
Ma events nn France rovided the climate in which struggles at
Hull, Hornsey and Guildford could take place.
g
il th ' it li d
d
ised id ol ies of the ast re$2alethe§rrimu3teEge,ag nggrgggerationefiﬁgs its feet through
its own activlty and its own example.
'lhe Student Experience
This leads us into the second underlying factor. Students are
above all young. Nowhere else in capita ist society are young
people separated off and pooled together in the same way. There
are no factories containing only young workers. But late capitalism concentrates growing numbers of students into special
institutions. This_has many disadvantages for the long term development of a student movement - isola ed from the mass of the

"‘

population it can ea ily be taken on by the authorities without
receiving outside neﬁ and at is incapable by itself of really
damaging the ruling class through attacking heir profits. I,
also lacks the tradition of sustaining struggle that some
sections of workers have. But this lack of radition alsoimeans
lack of inhibition by outdated modes of struggle or by past
defeats. Youth alone can confront late capita ism wit he
resources of unlimited imagine ion. It is not weighted down by
the past. When young workers occasionally do struggle for their
own ends {as in apprentices strikes) they too disp ay some of
this init ative and ability to learn quickly. Yet it is only in
rthe colleges that.these qualities are really concentrated. That
1S why students have been the first to respond without inhibifiitzn
to the much wider disenchantment with past political forms.
These two factors, however, do not explain the recent student upsurge. They determine its form cnly. They do not locate the undas
lying sources of discontent and opposition to the status quo that
s udents feel. To understand these it is necessary to look at
Egecggrtgcuégrsgghgigns of different sections of the student body
She student body can be broken down into three more or less
igstéggtesections on the basis of their future role in capitalFirstly there are the technologists (including in this physical
scientistsgThese are being trained to play an integnal part in
the produc ion process. In reality they wi l be nothing more
than very highly skilled workers. Their labour will be productive and hey wi l_be employed because the value of whatvthe -?
Eroduce wil be higher han the value of their wages -in short
ecause they will produce surplus value. In terms of their
future nple in the economy and their present conditions in the
institutions of higher education (where, in general, they have
to sign on for classes and lectures, have long fixed hours of
work and are given little time or opportunity for a relaxed
personal life, with high failure ra es in the examsg they have

much more in common wi h manual workers than

ot er section

of students. Their eventual earning power willnbe relatively
high - but no higher than for isolated groups of the working
class (e.g. some Fleet Street printers). Ye at present the technﬁéogigtﬁigﬁgeglmost completely non-militant and reactionary in
Secondly there are what we will call the technocrats. These are
destined for the muddle levels of the bureaucracies of state

and industry. Here they will implement the dicatates of the ruling elite. They will deal with he administration of men rather
than of things. They will be paid not because they produce surf.
plus value, ut because they help manipulate those who do,them-;
selves willingly accept manipula ion from above, Into this categogy fall management trainees, many students of business
s u ies some economists, lawyers etc. Some of this roup recieve the same training as technologists {e.g. in engineering),
others as ideologues (e.g. industrial soc ologists and
psychologists).
1
Thirdly there are the students of the "humanities" and arts.
These will play a role in propogating existing ideology and culture -as teac ers (although these a so inclu e techno ogists).
academics, Journalists, etc. It is this section of students
that has above all been involved in the recent upsurge of militancy. To see whi we have first to look at the impact of the
transition in t e functions <f higher education. 9
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The Crisis of the Transition
The history of capitalism is the histor d the transformation
of previously entrenched attitudes and_lnterests under the impact of the developing needs of production. We attempted (in
chanter two) to portray the elements of such a change in the
fie d of hieher education. It is implicit in our argument that
it is the l beral conceptions of academic freedom and of disinterested scholarship that suffer in this process.
'1-___

At one level “academic freedom" was alwa s an ideolo
- a simultaneous denial and defence pf mundane interests. It ghfined one
style of leisured activity for the ruling class and their immediate hangers-on. As the preserve of this elite it was not
expected to extend any further. Those with political and economic power were part of the same group as those teaching or being;tBMght in the universities. Academic autonomy was a device
wherebg one section cf the elite was prevented from intruding
upon t e affairs of an other. It was possible because nsere was
fno basic difference between the two sides involved"

Of factoriesS h D here inside these comes to resemble more . that
.
'
f lf‘l h‘
b t
f entering
In Hardy S noveladude
would
Christminster;
h
he gever
one so ucettginlgigillusigngent
_.
_

have awaited him_ Today entry is almost autematieg but for the
non-member of the elite disenchantment remains.
ose most eager
no learn soon become those most alienated from the means of
earning.
It makes little difference if the elite is chosen by birth er
b criteria of “merit", to varying extents arbitrary (eg in
tge'art colle es) for the mass of students their position 1S-U0
be low level %unctionaries in the capitalist order. As university education expands they no longer ever expcct the old re-_
wards in terms of monen and_DTeSt}g9- A few. m0StlY from 2XP€%"
dge, might rise to be he high nriests of b0urg801S S9019 F. 9

maJ orit F can only look forward
priately low salaries.

' t
f
are open_to the disenchanted_student mass
%h§§rt§nyd¥dpr§§¥°?§§? yet a manor phenomenon in Britain), or

-
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But an ideology is never a question just of conscious deception
or self-decep ion. It_is accepted by whole strata who have no interest in doing so.
The ideas of the ruling class are the ruling ideas" It moulds the opinions and shapes the actions of all
sorts of subordinate groups. It becomes an integral part of the
total social process. Its jettisoning requires a more or less
prolonged and protracted effort.

The old structure of higher education and its accompanying ideologies conditioned all sorts of other structures. I became the

chief means by which the middle classes could transmit their

status from generation to generation (see chanter 3%. By the
1950's it conditioned the expectations of mos of t ose who
wanted to move up in society. It defined part of a hoped-for
way of life. Above all it dominated the rest of the educational
structure, as thousands of teachers preached its standards to
their successful pupils. In this way the "liberalism" of the
older universities, with barely concealed distain for the needs

of Industry and commerce, became an integral nart of British
intellectual life. As such it also became an ntegral part of
the crisis of higher education in the late sixties.

At the top the radically changed function of the universities
under late capitalism are readily accepted - particularly since
Oxford and Cambridge will, as elite institutions, be hardly
touched. Further dcwn middle level academics whether with the
elee of the successful entrepreneur or with the resentment of
he new entrant to the world of the work-ethic, acquiesce in
order to preserve their privileges. At the base however the reaction is bound to be different.

A whole section of students is bewildered td find that what

awaits them at the end of a long and arduous climb is not the

o being lts clerks. Wlth ﬂDDT0

-

- -

f r instance,

ﬁﬁﬁgﬁgt §§e§1E§n1gg1tddt§t gtgg%egx%£e$gcg£3 gogiulsively iden_
1
'
' b'l't t
ceed as an ex regéiﬁnwéfhthgirS%3he%ailiggggnhtaof thh strﬁgture; ritualistic

participation in the academic rat-race becomes en end en %E:dBWH
right They can come to accept their position, rying 0
.
'
d
1;
'
in non-academic spheres (from
ggt%g2ehara3isggssighgrggshginking sessions and student rags).
But they can also rebel against the total structure of domination articulating their particular grievances as part of a general view of capitalist scniety.

The Erosion of Liberal Values
This last possibility completely changes the significance ef the
debite over the liberal values associated with he old notions
of ‘¢academic freedom" and a."community of scho1ars”. For_
the structure the student finds increasingly oppressive to himself personally is simultaneously breahine with the values he
has been brought up to accent. Paradoxica ly an ideology elab
orated to defend the old in ereste of the high priests of the
ruling class can become the mobilising cry of a new army of the
dispossessed.
This disintegration of the old academic ideals is part and parcel of the eneral erosion of liberal values under state monopoly capital%sm.* The mutual interpen:¢ration of the state and
the monopolies makes the old_mechnisms by which the bourg@0i$i9
used control its own increasinglﬁ useless, and even dangerous,
tn it.Parliament, for instance, ecomes only a minortwegpon in
big business’ armour¥,o¢_controls over the_state. A
e same
time the rowing cen ralisation of the rulinn class increase
the possigility of a coalescence of differen sources of opposition to it. Because they might facilitate this process "democratic rights", "freedom of speech" and so on hegin t0
be seen asea dangerous luxury.
p
y
* ﬁn the campus this erosion can take on forms as crude as else-

kingdom of the mind they were promised. Increasingly what is deman ed of them is not pure science and scholarship, free debate
and critical thought, not an up to date and expanded version of
the ld -1’
it
it d
t
t
. .
existed gg hgtS—-it(is whit the Qtﬁdgﬁtghﬁtgeteﬁgtt tgtgghégt),
but participation in or apologetics forthe world of money and
militaris ,
t
d
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f
. I t d f b
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f
ationuolegeggitg %t3§“g€t°3§%me. Althgﬁgh tt§1?°§d§t1%3tY§§§°r
may still be described as "communities of scholars'L the atm0_
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valence this has not often been noticed. It did however lead toil
student sit-in in Leeds earlier this year 11 after it was discovered that the hall porters had as part of_tneir official
duties to investigate people's political activities.

n

More than ten years ago a considerable
bl‘
t
eutdover the issue of spying on studentpgctegiggeseolgrﬁgybiggg
ior Chorle reveal d th t M1
'
I
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This abandonment of liberal forms by the bourgeoisie carries inherant difficulties for them. Fcr while “liberal” pattern
f
behaviour may be a residue from the past liberalism as an ede 1
ogy is still essential in legitimatin the'r rule. While 1' ‘telfreedom of speech to themselves they gave to give the impregeiegg
that their rnle is the choice of millions of freely debating
citizens; while restrictina 99 per cent of academic work to their
own physical or ideologica needs they have to give the impression that the free pursuit of science justifies their rule‘ the
more they pursue particular interests the more they have to appear to pursue general interests.
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The contradictions involved in this attempt to maintain the forms
of an ideology, while transforming the situation that gave it
content and_meaning, find their most extreme expression in that
area of social life most deeple concerned with the elaboration
and propagation of ideology.: he sphere of higher education and
in particular the "humanities.” In general there is bound to be
a sharp clash between old academic definitions that are as often
as not still used - both to austify the particular interests of
teachers and professors and o cloak subordination to the needs
of industrial research and vocational training - and the new functions. But usually the tensions that result are external to the
subject matter of study - the concern the use of the discipline,
not its inner structure. In those areas of stu
concerned with
analysis and interpretation of social life itself, however, this
adeoloaical .tension has to be part of the subject matter. The
inabil ty of the ruling class to openly and unambiauously define
its own exnloitaive an manigulative role mean tha the economtgta seciehogist or philosop er cannot do so either Fbr the
a em c is usualln presents no problem. The attempt to reconcile unreconcilab e co n tr adi c t ions can go on endlessly,giving
’
rise to endless research papers and counter-papers, lecture and
seminar topics, as well as the periodic rise of "n 6W" B-1'1 d

1t
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The mass of the students gain no such benefits. The whole cperation appears as quite external to any interests they themselves
might have. It only serves to increase their general alienation
an bewilderment. At best it can seem like a complex sort of
crossword puzzle, for which an aptitude will lead to postgraduate
study and opportunities for relative leisure of academic life.
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In Britain at least, there is one further factor that accentuates
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forms of direct repression. Either thee bring the police onto
the campus or they suspend the “ring eaders”. At this point
the broad mass of the student body is brought into action. They
begin to see that the university is not the pretended “community of scho1ars”. They react with outrage to the betrayal of

the ideals which the universite - dominated educational system
itself has taught them. They a so begin to grope for a terna ives to the present structure. An intense debate begins about
the relation of the real university to the ideal, a out possible
changes in the former, about the role of the student in the university_and in society. For some at least of the pgevieeelyrgonideologically committed_students the outcome is a mp
definition of their position in revolutionary terms.

But not all student movements have developed terough this diale~
ctic of student “provocation" and administra ion repression.
More recently mass sit-ins and strikes have taken place for positive student demands about the running of the colleges. The
basics of the process are not however realle different. The demands still accord with the ostensible idea s of the university;
they are pushed by the relatively small proportion of students
who already feel uneasy about the wider society and its relationship to the university; they are accepted by the mayority of
the “liberal" students;(chief1y with humanities) they are re]ected out of hand be the authorities. The struggles in the summer
term of 1968 at Hul University end also at Hornsey College of
Art seem to have developed in this way.
It is important to note a certain ambiguity in these_struggles.
The deman d s o f th e m ovement change _ as it e rows , The initial motivation seems to have little relation to he final outcome. At_

Pullthe first sit-in of a few hours resulted both from a politi-

cal identification with the French struggle and a general dissatisfaction with the state of affairs in the university that was
not yet formulated into any program. This comes into_being after
the struggle hes begun. At Hornsey_the_sequence is similar,
al th ough in this case there is an initial program, but it concerns issues of no real concern to the mass of students (the_ 1
'
'
of the students union and the question of a sabbatiea
§Z§?“¥c?gcnc presid t). The mass of students accept the Justice
0 f th 6 se demands - and support them, but only in a very passive
er. Once, however, they are athered together to ush for

%ggn
m. theY feel their own streng%h and b68iQ t0 f°Tmu€at9 demand5
intimately related to their own life situation (content of

courses etc).

This ambiguity can only be understood by understanding the differing motivations of different eroups of students. Those who
begin the strug les tend to be hose who are already radically
discontented wi%h the status quo. These were the ones who came
to the universit -looking for something thew WBTE DT0m1Sed but
will never find there.
They respond to the struggle with little regard to the issues.
The confrontation with the authorities offers them the opportunity to explore the world to take hold of realite in theory and

practice, which the authorities themselves deny _hem. They supp-

me M1"°1'i13y and the Mass
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ort the struggle because they learn through it, Just as they
oppose the authorities because they cannot learn from them. It
is almost as if they want to “sit—in" and are looking for an
excuse.
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But for the struggle to expand and be successful it has to res-e
pond not just to the intense ideological alienation of this firs:
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group, but to the more broadly based alienation of the mass of
students. It has to formulate pro rams that a peal to these
Because the most easil¥_mobilisabfe bode of students are those
échiefly in theihumani 16S"g who accep liberal definitions of
eality, it is within the li eral rhetoric that such demands
tend to be phrased.
O

‘ ‘lhpresentation’ ’ and ‘ ‘Student Power’ '
we have ar ed throu h t th t th
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eelatiogeefgtto libegalism. lt hag gg dgfineyitgglgnigqlibgggl
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i s prac t ice can no longer be fully assimulated with(sbovetall its internal mechanisms of repression and its
omm ment to a system of oppression belie them.
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Difficulties arise . however . as so on as stude t tl e
from defensive to positive demands. And this mgvgmgrfi iilstgnggigab
leonoe power begins to be exercised by the student body — for
every section of this has previously unarticulated grievances of
its own. The temptation is to couch these in a liberal rhetoric so
w tonnke supeort for them by the students and acceptance be the
lniversity eas er. Bit nothing is easier than for the author ties
aooqit the rhetoric . perha s k
ti
i
l
t
underlying discontents gf tﬁceciﬁﬁéctg ug%gﬁgggd.bu leave their
The most popular, the most ambiguous, and the most dangerous of
such liberal formulations is that of “representation". It has
come to the fore in struggle after struggle. It has seemed to
,challenge the status quo. It has unifie the student body as no
other slogan has. And at the end of the day it has left this
same body divided demoralised and even defeated. For its
strength - that it appeals to quite diverse sections - is also
its weakness'. it defines the essential
i ti
f
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is why it can also be accepted both
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students and the most far sighted of gdminis%?gtig§g?
Like the similar cry of "workers participation in industry" it
is essentially meaningless. With only 49%,membership of ruling
bodies the workers OI students can be alw s outvoted -and will
be as soon as they challenge the system. Those that elect the
representatives come to un erstand this lack Of power, begin to

feel the whole operation has no point; their failure to bother
to vote for representatives is then defined as "apathy” and
taken to prove that they are incapable of exercisin
g power. (In
fact what is offered is always much less than even 49%,of
membership.)
This danger, which leads to containment of the movement for
change and a feeline of defeat fcr its participants, can only be
overcome by constan criticism of the demand for representation,
while drawing out from it those elements that really appeal to
students and articulating them in a new form. Strategies for developing real student control, both over particular areas and

over the whole of higher education, have to be elaborated - we
56
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make attempts at this in our last chapter.
The demand for representation has moved large numbers of
_
students. It has done so because it seems to all these wanting
some sort of change in the status quo to challenge it at the
same time being acceptable to others who accept the liberal ideology while being generalle contented. But it does not either
offer the students any rea change er compel the authorities to
reveal their true nature. Nor dcns it force the students to begin to explore the sources of their own discontert 'Acceptance
of the slogan tends to be passive. And when the demand is granted students cannot help feeling that either they have been conned into struggling or that they have been sold out by their
leaders. In a sense the slogan provides a bridge between the
minority of students who are radically alienated and the larger
numbers who are not so immediately aware of their discontent —
but a phoney one, the shortcomings of which are soon exposed.

' Moderates’ ' and ‘ ‘Extremists’ '
In the process of stru gling the student body itself is transformed. For the first %ime people find ghemeelyes egapise Fg%llty rather'than gedng mectgntcahly m€:%':es heir stugegtseis lon
ﬁggladgdrbyngnaﬁnprgcgdgnted dgsirgcandlability to learn. They
reach inside themselves as if to draw out unnoticed qualities.
' s atomisation is reilaced by a new feeling of pur-
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gosefgd ggtiogcgddlfgundhlgcﬁingagycgeatiﬁiﬁyu imagination
pdg$sse?_knowledge - is suddenly found in the'struggle against
the institutions of education. “The lessons of thirty years
are learnt in one day".

But within the new situation old forces continue to operate._
Those who argue for lifelong habits of deference and subservience are pushed aside in the initial enthusiasm of the struggle,
but as it proceeds they still brine their weieht to bear. “ithin
the apparantly spontaneous movemen

are a mul itude of debates

between advocates of opposing world views. In these the variety
of contradictory opinions students hold about themselves, theif
worklaed tee gorld arehbroeget out.bﬁnttee oee sedeaﬁhe DTBZEI -
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lors and professors. ﬁn the other a willingness to completely
reject the status quo, to see in the developing movement its own
Justification a preparedness to reshape reality, and to develop
new theories to accomplish this.

This split between the “moderates" and the "extremists", as
well as the numerous equivocating individuals in between, is an
integral part of the movement. It cannot be wished away. It is
particularly dangerous to try and hide it beneath ambiguous
slogans (such as “representation”) or to try and grevent the
debate in the name of the “unity” of the student ody. The
clear argument between alternative world views is a prerequiste of a clear understanding of the possibility of struggle
But there is the danger that this argument will be prevented
from takine place by the established position of strength of one
of the par icipants. Even at the height of the strugele there is
danger of manipulative politics - or rather manipula ive politics
can be used to revent the struggle reaching these heights. For
qne factor in tge cqnsciousness of the stude ts ‘s the esta lished form of organisation of the student body, the (id student
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Tb understand why it is not enough to just talk about the politics of the personnel of the union bureaucracy. “hether these
are well meaning leftists or traditional rightists then tend to
hays Very similaj-r8&Ctl0nS in the struggle itself( al hough a
minority might go over to the students). What is at stake is the
nature of student union politics itself and those who hold
office through these in the period prior to struggle.
The central fact here is that student unions always operate on
the basis of the “apathy" of the maﬂority of the students.
(which itself is a product of the lac of power of the unions).
Ewen where there_are regular general meetings, these rarely discuss issues considered important by the maJority. They tend to
become the preserve of a minority obsessed with these matters,
either because of their own political ambitions or because they
are genuinely well meaning. In either ease their whcle attitude
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when members of the hard left take over such positions they are
SUbJ6Ct€d to the same forces. They may try to pass left wing
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hgtwegnbtheiryégg ginoritypof gupnorters and what they conceive
of as a reactionary mass. Rather han struggling to nake the
latter self-reliant they attempt to keep it dependen upon
n
themselves.
These attitudes persist even in the middle of struggle. Although
the unjon bureaucracy might cstensively support the students _
aims (particularly if these imply repreeentetion f01‘ llhemeelvee)
mid even Dlay a role in initially formulating these, they always
tend to try and limit the struggle, to try and keep it within
cﬂd.forms. Even unconsciously hey can wreck mass meetings through their knowledge of union constitution dating from a previous
era.
'
'l‘t t t de ts at these tactics is a hatred
E>niei%§i¥i%u8§i°§ga§“<i Q V?i1Shstll11&tnOth€TS had been elected. But the
t
it‘ t‘
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t a result
%gs0£fOagyS€1§gcigdi$id3al, ngiitsofugheogneﬁegoconscious-

n%sof the majority. The job of militants should not be to compla-

inaboit individuals alone but to fight for a re gresentative organ
of the student body, directly accountable to it and sub;|ect to instanzrauﬂl.
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intengions that have no substantial basis. (This happened at both
Hull
sand L5E)-

will actively solidarise with the students is usually very
small. The interests of large numbers of the rest are not identical with those ef the adminstratien. The transition from traditional academicism to functional integration into modern capitalism threatens established natterns of academic life. The
accompanying erosion of libera values may even be resisted to
differing degrees. But the mass of academics never become a completely dispossessed group as a result of these changes. Some of
them even benefit - those prepared to argue for the erosion of
values in oider to advance their own career prospects: the educational entrepreneurs, the paid apologists of outside interests
(e.g.pf6fessors of "industrial relations"). And even if the majority of academics are in no way part of the ruling elite, they
are completely unable to resist its demands. For their underlyine motivation - that of the "academic career" - is one that
cont nually destructures them as a.gronE. Promotion for individuals 1S the natural course of events.
is implies not only (or
often even) academic excellence but also getting on with t ose
who do the pﬁbmoting. In this way even the lowest academic is
vertically integrated by his expectations into the ruling class
structures at t e agex of universign gcwernment. Related to this
is the ability of t e authorities
ways to put on pressure
taking a negative attitude to requests for promotion - a T€&2¥iGl
that can never belproved to be based on political considerations
Finally, the majority of academics are likely to see their own
career prospects, their standing in the profession, as tied up
with the standing of the institution. They fear student rebellion as likely to detract from this.
The chief concern of academics is then to try and contain and
limit any student unrest. They resent it as a source of disturbace to their own S¥mbi0SiS with the ruling (values. Their
natural reaction is o side with the powers that be. The only
instances of any sort of counter-tendency to this seem to have
been in the art colleges.
But if the students are militant and insistent, some sections of
the staff will begin to equivocate. They still accept the fundamentals of the ruling attitudes. They certainly do not Support
the students. But they see any intransigence on the part cf the
anthorities as itself becoming dangerous to their own stable)
situation. This groun is likely t<:begin to appear before the
students “in<the in erests of the academic community", to
suggest compromise solutions, which do not,however, concede anything real to the students. A notable instance of this occurred
during the LSE struggle when a group of about 60 teachers took
upon a.mediatin5 role - while denying ann nossibility of a victory for the stu ents (although this was a er achieved without
the "help" of this group).

This should not be taken as implying that academics necessarily
display bad faith (although they.of en do). Rather it is their
ceess posigion, as en %ntermad%atehgroup, not {ul%y gitnout prie e
'
oppogestgg aﬁiﬁgiltieg igrthgnmgnnegmogetgg g¥ugen%s.e%wgnv%h%
most left wing of teachers is likely to succumb to tha pressures
of possible victimisation.

ﬁne other group usually emerges alongside the old bureaucrﬂey
and tries to use previous attitudes of deference tn eontainhghe
movement. This is the academic staff. The number o
hese

All this would be of little importance were it not the case that
whole sentions of students continue to defer to tha<staff. They
look to hem for a leadership they could not give even if they
wanted to. It is precisely at the moments when the students are
most under pressure, are most uncertain of themselves, that individuals or groups of them (often associated with the old union
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force can beeaffective against minorities, but not against a
confident and.conscious isaf ected magority. But_even in defeat the student movement plans a part precisely in underminin
this total ideological contro . Its efficacy here will va
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The self—reliance and creativity of the students is unearmﬁn
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Even if the struggle continues, the cndxauthorltarlan eﬂe lﬂg
relations can find their reflection within its structures. To at
least one outside observer this seemed to be the case at some
stages in the Hornsey struggle-
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Japan over a geriod of eight years or German%_for two). Nowhere
are the_universities the only or even the c ief, source of the
ruling ideas. But with students in ferment the authorities-will
find it that much more difficult to propogate such ideologies.

Outcomes

In countering the ower of the authorities student movements _
have often been extremely successful. They have forced Concesst
1
wh e o e were thou ht possible. They have demonstrated he
igggtenﬁe 0% the strongeS% Of Structures of repression when confronted with mass opposition.
'
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Practical and theoretical opposition
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Such affects are closely related te those onerating on the
students themselves. Through chanaing reali y and stripping the
ruling elite of its ideological c oak (however transitorilyz,
students can begin to grasp the sources of their own aliena ion.
They cease to blame themselves for failing to come to terms ‘wlﬂl
the world through the fragmented and reified concerns of the
gfficial arts and “social sciences", or fer being unable to
ear the exagerrated work loads of the physical sciences and
technology.
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itment. Hence, for example, in the US and Germany the d9V6l0pEm_

ment ofithe student movement has also been the develonment of a
new soc alis movement. With many of the other studen s the
c anaes misht not be so explicit. They are necessarily much more
eiff cult o detect: They are quantitative rather than qualitat-
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Such developments are not extraneous to the student struggle
Changes in consciousness are
t
l Eb’??? ltbagic
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ation; they are also intimately rglated
attempt of the rulin s cl ass t o appropriate the student's mind.
If he develops a cri ical revolutionary (and therefore marxist)
consciousness, the student begins to reappropriate his own mind.
He may not be able to overthrow the objective basis of his alienation (ruling class control of higher educatien) but he can
contest this and in doing so overcome its subjective manifestations - This may not be a o n c e and for all change (the pressures U3
succumb to the system continuing to exist), but it can occur.
Th
'
idgoabtt englt tfeeearﬁgs thbgeareﬁ.o f eonflict into
the centre of the
s
arac eristic of many more recent
studen_ struggles. In Germany there has been the critical univer-

sity in Berkelet the demand for ceurses run by Black Panther
speakers, in Bri ain the “free universities”, in Paris the
"summer university”.
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run. While it controls both funds and exam-syllabuses, voluntary courses are likely to be peripheral fgr many stndents. That
is why it 1S utopian 0 see, as many “mo erates" o such parallel institutions as a substitute for struggle. But if conceived
of as part of a continual critique of the ruling ideas that is
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C f H a 1 Draper ‘Berkeley the New Student Revolt’ New York '65
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cf Manfred Buddeberg in International Socialism 33t
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The new student movement in this country is less than eighteen
months old. It has moved a long_way in a short time- But it
still affects only odd islands in the total structure of higher
aeducation. It has been restricted to certain institutions, and
within these to certain sections cf students. Yst the repressive
features of modern carntalism permeate all institutions and all
sections of the st d t
l t‘
t th
a
a future of exploitationI?gge%he?nph§g%ggl orem§§%§i>e1i§§)pg§§§
ibilities of growth for the new movement are immense. But these
will not be realised without conscious effort.
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P 8 rcY Cohan - in a talk to LSE students, March 1967.
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David Martin in The Listner 1968

The administrations of the universities possess a losal and a
national organisation built up through years of tradition and
accepted power. It has not, up to this year been an activel
fighting machine, nor was it ever designed to be one. 0ver"tKe
years it has passively and overbearingly subjected students to
its ‘unquestionable authority"= Only in the last twelve months
has it found it necesssry to review its structure and powers in
the light of current student "unrest". When the Vice—Chance] —
ors met at Cambridge last June they were nndoubtedln conscious of
the fact that they were strengthening their nationa cohesion to
an even sreater degree - a tasn that the students have not yet
thorongh y underta en. From this meeting has developed the closer
§81ﬂt10HSh1D between the Vice-chancellors and the N.U.S. which
mnsinggt(Stugegt
Oct b movggentn
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duce d a JOIH t 0 ff ensive against the
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f the Professor of Industrial Relat ions who
t h blamed
V 8,, "%nﬂI¢~
or
ﬁists, Trotskyists and admirers‘of the Du c PTO 0 d h
the 1n5I LsE sit-in (quoted in ‘LSE. What it is an ow we
fough
t”- P 24-
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cf Black Dwarf no. 3.

b
For instance, Students were the most tsadYMg3g§§§ggfa§°augen_

8.
1
1
H

H
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in at least one'necent dispute (lﬂjec
sbury).

°n

9, For a discussion on the relation between "academic freedom"
d .1fferent university and social structures ‘although no t
Epfugly clear one} see Ben—David and R.Callins ‘Student
Po1itics" (New York.1967)10.ibid p 163
11,For facts see U iversit
ews, Leeds University students Unicn
news aper 28/6?68. Qﬂ°¥9§ in unpublished manuscript by Ray
Chalginer.

On the local scale Administration organisation is strong because
it is entr ched This ‘s
-It is on ﬁgs campus all tggC?gg§:"
-It is on the campus for many years, before and after each generation of students.
—It is the existing authority and therefore commands and wins
respect from the majority of each new year' ¢'students
-It can form prestige relationships that contribute substantialbr
to the power it wields. The staff cling onto the facilities and
benefits sf academic life; the students unfcrtunat e ly see these
as something to aspire to rather than something to break down.

12_Tr1bune 31/5/57, Refered to in Challinor 0D 01$-

13,Jacobs and Petras. OD Cit!

15,cf "Trouble in the Valley" S011dﬂIitY- V°1 5 "°' 4
»

16.See Tom Fawthrop in NLR 50.
14 cf analyses of French events in issues of French students

From this prsition of strength the authorities in each university
are able to employ certain tactics which can and which have
defeated student movements on the campus._These include slaying
one section of the students off against another
e s s r an ins
_
_(
concessions that split "moderates" from “militants"): appeal-

sz
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a woman who is going to teach children. The lives of one genersgticn have to be curtailed in order to safeguard the ideas of the

ing for co—operation with the university on bureaucracyé“I thidr
you will agree that your President of Union is in a goo positioi
to be in iuli possession f the facts.'.); attacking the politic~
al nature, if any (and if not, inventing one!) of the leadership
of the campaign; making attacks on staff who support students,
usually in the form of veiled threats as regards advancment of
academic career‘ playing for time in the face ¢'s udents demands, hoping that heavy work programs will fcrce students back
into Privatisation and agathy; finally, usins the ultimate weapons of susnendinﬁ or expelling students, or hreatening to have
their gran s wit drawn.
In the coming year the Vice-Chancellors, perhans as a result of
their Cambridge Conference, will certainly emrioy the weapon of
“Allowing students to narticipate in maintaining Universitr discipline". Students wil be co-oped onto Disciplinary Commi tees
when the need for harsh measures arises. This co-option could be
gart of the "student-particination—in—government[’ offer made
y administrations, thus_crea ing a division within the student
body, and f orc i n g a section to acce D t and help implement the
_
University regulations against their fellow-students. As with
workers’ participation in management it means that zhe inmates of
institution have no choice but to accert the assumptions upon
which the legitimacy of that institution lS based.

2..A second set of demands follow naturally from the first.
These concern control from above over activities carried on (n1
sanngsigntfnot relatcd to courses. Again there is ccnsiderable
om ins i ution to institution. In some the powers Qf

the students union or its ability to spend its Qwn income are

ggrggtéﬁd-Ogﬂigthggs gherg is no right forggolitical societies
ies have. ﬁr
ai Xi 0
cy_are denied ri ts that other societ-

serves
mos to
Institutions
the adm1“St?ati°“
, _ fbrhitgglfnth e n right
allocate rooms
not being usedre"
for

a¢ﬂdemic Purposes, not leaving them available for student activg§%:Sér§ven_tha mcst trivial restrictions presuppose that studhs in ong éggtﬁ Lg he subordanated to more important interests
iorbidden to S k h on College of Technology where students wena
ibrated so as the e intcertain roomsihecause they had been redec.»
Derm
visits from i local industrialists").
Such restrictions sh ld b
1 d '
and the authorities fgrcedetgpgg yangfdgfeggetggmghIigghteﬁésthe
whole student b0d¥- They Cannot be reconciled even with the
prevailing myth cf the "community of scholars."

If there is not clarity and determination within the ranks of the
students these sort of measnres can be effective. Strikes and
sit~ins can be called off without real ccncessions being offered
(as at Leicester and Aston in 1967-68), spreading despondency
about the efficacy of future student action. In extreme cases the
result can be a massive defeat for the students, with victimisation on a large scale. The actions of protest have to have a str—
ong basis cf support within the student body. This requires

3.The next set of demands that must be made concern the way in
which the student is treated in his course . For t d t’ "f t ch
eggéodt Egg grgtéggslgt a bnilt-in hiah failure rgtg ?gogs%ante
P
e o exam per ormance rises), pi co p 1sory lectures and classes, of overwork and of bad facilitieg u
ar1Se' More enerally. there is the lack of'cnntrol b students
grgr the designing of the structure of courses, and above all
r examinations.

elaboration of prosrams of action that really ccrrespond to the_
interests of the s udents, without obscuring them behind rhetorn:

Points for a Student Programme

At this level we are beginning to approach the central problem of
ggntrdi ovgrtinstitutions of higher education. For students of
n
an
ec no ogy the external control results in condition
approaching in many ways those of the factory worker: long hours.
ahtruncatedtsocial life (aggravated by the sexual imbalance
c arac cris ic of most technology departments) restriction on
crea v y because of the need to accord with the measuring appiahuﬁes (i.e. exams) of the bourgeoisie. The crucial difference
w 11 he worker is that there is no tendency for a nermanent
con ective opposition to the demands of the system 0 arise. The
or entaticn of all studnhround the exam rat-race continually
a om ses he students.
e nature and intensity of their work
give them neither the time nor the incentives to question the
structures that oppress them. In contrast, students of the human ties have a much more leisured life.Exams are important for
t em not simply because they lead to over-work and worryéalthougi
they often do) but because th3U'8ff8CtlV81y bind the stu ent to
bhe issues and debates considered important by the powers that

i

1. The most elementary demands that can be made concern the abolition of authoritarian procedures outside the academic life of
the institution. Because of_a variety of factors (particular f

historical backgrounds, suhyect matter of_course)£ the iormto
authoritarianism varies greatiy from institution_ 0 ins 1ldtl0H.
There are enormous contrasts in the eitend to which
elgeé gut_
feels it is necessary to enforce obedience 0 ru lng Va
side the class room, as well as inside it.

The most blatant examples of authoritarian control over students
private lives are expressed in the doctrine of ‘fin 1000 Dﬂrentgl
Where this is accepted the university adminstratleﬂ takes Over
the legal powers of parents over students of under twenty Ihe-1
The general hold of this is dcclinina, but it is_stillcgartiCdhg
arly important in particular institu ions - or ins an ,
Colleges of Education and in university halls of residcnce (erg.
regulations forbidding visits by men to giflﬁ TOOWS af_eTdCer
ain hours). In some institutions control is also exercise over
where students can live tin at least one northern university,
couples have been forbid en to live together).
¥”

-

‘f '

A
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The question of exams is central to all the control mechanisms
in higher education. It is throush them that the organisation of
status in canitalist societr is ransmitted from generation to
generation.
ey play a par ialthough a small one) in the selection Qf the elite and legit mise its rule. They are in additiui
the ultimate source of con rol over the behaviour of the students, and the determinants of teaching methods and contents.For
students to challenae the exam system is both to place their own
future at stake in he most radical fashion (which is why boycotts of exams are so difficult to arrange short of s semi-

t . The

as erase i:s21a.:?w.ar;e:;e..2a.w.:..1"sw2"a:e%a1 ma' ' ',
' th
d
tional system. Restrictions_have been so
%%~1$1£:;n1i?1m 503.5 fe?naeleuct%'aini‘ng colleges because living a healthy

sex life has not been considered the "right sort of thing"f0F
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revolutionary situation) and to confront the system at the point
where it is unlikely to make real concessions. The most it is
likely to be willing to concede is a change in the form of examinations - for instance from a once-and-for-all examination to a
system based upon periodic assessments.

For these reasons demands have to be raised around the question
of exams, but in a very clear and precise manner. There~is a
danger of just obiecting to garticularly nasty aspects of the

present system without even

eginning to remove more general

evils. Thus a continuous assessment system does away with the
psychological strains associated with a hurried finals exam at
the end of three years, only to snread the worry and anxiety ova‘
the period. If anything it is li ely to increase the dominance
of exams over study, not vica-versa. There are, however, genuinely radical demands to be made. These are reforms that the mass
of students will accept but which reallr confront the quanitif-

action process. For instance there shou d be an end to the
practice of raising pass levels year by yearland also of altering pass levels to have similar percentages of each grade regard-

less of performance.

Such demands only begin to scratch at the exam system. They do
not touch its central features. They can even aid these by making the system more efficient. It is also possible, however, by
attacking apparent absurdities to put under question the total
absurdity of measuring living men against one another onha crude
scale as if they were inanimate objects. From the strugsle for
limited reforms to ease the toll of intellectual exploi ation,
there can be a move towards questioning the general treatment of
students as commodities being prepared for t e market.

“ho controls? p
4. Students do, and should, go beyond protesting at the form or
structure of the educational process to issues concerning it

functioning. Protests at involvement of the university in military work are the commonest of these so far, but there is considerable room for extension of this sort of protest. For instance

the growing integration of the universities with the profit
making activities of big business is not in itself a particularly easy issue to organise around. In most universities in
Britain the mediating links between the top and bottom are still
complex enough to conceal the real influence of capitalist in-

terests. But this situation is often transformed as soon as a
considerable number of students begin to raise ether issues.Then
the real power of outside interests on the Cour of Governors s
likely to be seen to be decisive in determinin the attitude
taken to the protesters. (as for instance at LgE where the
“appeals tribunal”that confirmed the suspension of two students
was presided over by a director of 35 companies). The natural
reaction of these interests is to treat students like children
(or, more accurately, like the workers in the other concerns thaw
run).

At this point the call for the removal of non-educational interests from the goyernment of the college can become more than a
piece of rhetoric aimed at making propoganda; it is transformed
into the sort of agitational slogan that thousands of students
could respond to. The central question of control over higher
education is raised.

themselves, and th
1 t d '
Here both the pur gee: foﬁ whlﬁhetﬁg ggﬁggﬁt lg igpiégigentg th
relationshiD_0f_t€e university to the outside world are atnstakg
That 15 Why_1t is over precisely these issues that the univerSlty authorities will be most reluctant to yield. A whole battenr
g{ig;gU%$g¥SaWl1i be bought to bear to weaken student determin.
ppointments in particular it will be argued that
Students aT? 'H0t qua11fied" to judge the caiibre of teachersalthough this argument is never used when the Jud es are business
gendgrisenilegna emigs. What is really feared is ghat ritualised
needs" <iguoinggpilailgteggti§%§§S§iiit§et9ethe dfnadlgnal
questioning from those who do not benefit fiogpthemée
y eager
Because students are so ofte a
'
'
'
to established authority, rn§seSa3$§nﬁ§S§§§°§§¥e6§s§i§e§§%tlgtr
if properly related to the concrete situation the can become
the basis for action. For instance, in sociology departments it
should be -OSSlbl€ to ar e that the “science of society"
shculd include as a subsggntial part of its syllabus debate over
mﬁder issues confronting society - like Vietnam im erialism
racism, unemployment, fascism — ond_that in this degate all major Viewhoints the students want to hear should be equally represented and he permitted equal facilities. This will not persuade
the authorities. But it will convince the mass of students Not
Only does it accord with the prevailing liberal ideology (even
while exposing its limitations) but it also confronts what we
analysed ab0V9 (in Ghahter 4) as the basic course of the alienation of these students. Further, given the mass student action
there is the possibility of making some limited encroachments on
the ideological power of the ruling class. At the same time,the
independent development_of revolutionary education and theory
(the _free nniversity' integrated with struggle - without
illusions) is a necessary activity.

_,,_-r

we have arranged our five types of demands in some sort of orden
moving up from those relatively marginal to the system to those
thatrarednuch nore fnﬁgamental. hut thistanaiysis should not be
in e re
. u ori ar'
s r
r
v

up of cﬁspagate argd unrelated elementg. Inuthg gguiiigg gfttggiig
develonment the mechanisms governing the various areas in which
ccntro is exercised influence and sustain one another so as to
five rise to a more or less integratoerf structure. Habits of obedence inculcated in one area (even if the rules that have to be

obeyed produce no material benefit for anybody) spread over into
other areas Similarly success for students in undermining one
eignent in the authoritarian structure can make them resist
The Functions of these demands in practice

In practice student struggles
raise de man d scovering_several
dif
_ I
2 rggtﬁﬁt ggﬁgstaﬁotolggtgncef at Hornsey issues we include under
while at Hull demands
0 e 3 control we include under 3,4 and 5
arily
case that
thcovtre
the begins
whqle by
range'
N0? lsonlt the
necess“
earlierthedemands
an the
Slruggle
focussing

instance there nav§”t0e%e~Ztggngncgﬁntgﬁmg3§§§n§§eSho§“r§§n¥'
,
_ _
irs t
ﬁigugrgelggge tegdbto behthose already ideclogically discontented

5 The final. and in many ways the most important, area in which“
the system should be contested is over the content of courses

the purpose 0% the
due were interested in problems related to
_ _
uh versi y, its relationship to the more
general political concerns and control over it than to more elggﬁgggg¥uenesﬁeYet as the struggle proceeds if they are to be
.
y mus ga her support from other sections of
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students. There is a danger that students in arts and social
j
science faculties will fail in this unless they use their greater
freedom time and, isually articulateness, to formulate demands
that relate to the different sort of exploitation from which
science and technology students suffer. But this does not mean
that the initial demands have_to be deliberately kept at a low
level or that the more £O1ltlC&l1y minded shou d accept a “nonpolitical” struggle. Ra her it implies applying a general analysis to a new set of problems, so as to raise the depth and breadth of the opposition.

l

Such demands do not merely chal1enge_the present forms of control
over the university. They also have implicit within them a completely different conception of higher education. It 1S up to
socialist students to make these explicit through propaganda,
while also taking the lead in articulating the part1cular_demand5
According to this conception education is not concerned with
either an abstract academicism or with moulding students to the
needs of existing society._Rather it lS_ﬂ critical process,
whereby there is an ever-widening consciousness of society and
the world.
This can only develop in structures where the dominating inter-

ests of the capitalist society and their privileged hangers—on

within the universities no longer rule. In the long run this cannot be realised without the wi er society itself being revolutionised. But in the meantime we can figh for such a ransformation within the universities themselves under the slogans of
control of them by all those who work within them and of an opening out of them to all who seriously wish to study, regardless of
educational “qualifications”.
r
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Such demands will not be granted in anything less than a revolutionary situation. But they themselves can contribute to the
creation of this in the long term by concretely posing a socials
ist alternative in one sphere They embody part of a socialist
vision for which people will fight Doing so. they udermine
capitalist ideology in institutions specifically designed to perpe uate it. Of course it is necessary for students to give th s
challenge a really biting edge by participating in the work of
the levolutionary movement in the working class. The rule of ideol
ogy will only end when the workers over hrow the system which
creates it - and for this the formation of a conscious revolut~
ionary workers’ movement is an absolute necessity. The battle of

ii

.ideas in the university is a part of a broader struggle which

must involve the students themselves off campus as well.

i

-

A National Students Movement

Even with the best of programs and the best of tactics a student
movement confined to isolated campuses may be defeated. Only an
expansion in to other institutions can prevent this with any
certainty. It is this above all that points to the need for a
movement rather than movements.
tH

11:

1

The official students union, the NUS can play no role here. It
is not merely that it is controlled by bureaucrats who are no.
‘longer even students, who see it as providing them with a base
for careers in bureaucracies of the Labour Party or the NUT and
who are consequently of unflinching right wins Viewﬁ. 0DDOB1ns
any rumblings of student militancy, employing the crudest of
witch-hunt techniques against opgositionists, while at the international level being af iliated o what was for many years a CIA
front, the ISC. Much more importantly, the NUS operates so far

removed from the mass of students that their typical reaction to
it is one of bored indifference. For most of them it is no more
than cut~rate travel agency. It has never done anything that is
likely to affect their own futures, and the do not expect it to.
% few students might participate occassionally in the twice yearK elections of delegates to the NUS'conference but will see in
t is nothing more than a same which ‘union politicians*' play.
They are apathetic towards the NUS because tp anygne but a wouldbe careerist, this is the most rational attitude.
v
Like the individual student unions NUS has a power structure
built upon the indifference of most students. Unlike them, howeveri it does not provide even occassionally the opportunity for
mili ants to gﬁeak to a mass audience. Bitter batt es for e ectoral office t e place, but few even know the issues involved
(which is why the frequent witbh—hunts are so effective).

Should student rebellion continue to gather momentum, the NUS
bureaucracy will not for ever remain unaffected. The movement
below will begin to be felt even by the old men at the top.But
for the conceivable future at any rate the apathy of the mass of
students. the containment of protests to isolated campuses, will
continue to protect them. The odd left winger who manages to win

elections will continue to find himself cutioffliwom the sort of

l
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mass presures that could overcome the entrenched hostility of the
careerist maiority and will himself probably succumb to the
cynicism of

he latter. These may occasional K respond to incre-

asing militancy below by opportunistically ma ing he odd
militant statement. But they will never encourage the spread of
student insurgency. The NUS may reflect to the inking up of
struggles, but it will never initiate this.

, '|

‘K

The bureaucratic irrelevence ﬁf NUS also goes part way in explahring the failure of previous a tempts to establish inter-campus
un ty between radical students, in particular the-RSA.This organsation tended to act as a pressure groupkon the NUS in the hope
that a new activism would replace the existfng bureaucratic consergagism. Ehegetwgre elgmen s in RS? who conceiveddof its role
as
eren
u
hese o not seem o have al ere its overall
orientation towards presenting slates at NUS councils. With rare
exceptions they failed to bui d up any base for RA among the
rank and file in the campuses. Despite considerable success in
eneratin protest over ncrease in fees for overseas students
%hey remained as an isolated group struggling among that minority
of students that did care about NUS. Above all they failed to
ex ose the ap between the NUS bureaucra
and the bo =of stu%—
engs in eacg university. In fact, given their chosen gerrain o
struggle they were bound to face exactly the same problem as NUS
itself: of trying to translate demands downwards from the general campaign to the campus. Significantly, when the .series of
revolts that began at LSE brcke out, RSA as an organisation had
no influence despite the cccasional prominence of its leading
mem ers.
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From the bottom up

*1
I

1

Uhe real links between militant student bodies that are needed to
counter the increasing ati al
li i
f th
th iti
(through the Committee gf Vgge-Cﬁgncgllgrg etc?-glllohaveego be
built from the bottom up. Without roots in the rank and file,the
most prepentious name for an organisation means nothing.
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On one level these links can be built between the mass student
movements themselves. The national meetings and demonstrations of
---—_.-_-._-4.___
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The RSSF
In many i t't ti
th'
.
societies?SBﬁtuno%nin thz igigri§ya1i§§gyi§e§§§r%§g g§wi°°ia11S§
orme
gggoigtionary Socialist Students Federation
could play any import-

art students are an example of this. Faced with common problems,
students in different institutions can come to meaningfully
identify with one another's struggles.
But there are considerable difficulties that are likely to defeat
attempts at sustained national organisation of this sort. Firstly
the “moderates” in each separate institution will try to restrict practical demonstrations of support (for instance atléﬂl
the“moderates" at one point told outside_supporters of the sitin to go home). Secondly even when fighting over issues of natgi
'
l,
d
e ex lic tly olitical import, the_concerns of mo ~
stggentgnargvstillpvery much confined to the individual campus
in a ver parochial way. Thirdly even where meaningful links
are established, they are unlikely to last much longer than the_
immediate period of conflict. Afterwards concerns o student solidarity have to com ete with other more immediate considerations,
such as exams,for the student's time.
This does not mean that attempts to link up movements should not
r both tosustain particular struggles
gﬁdmggebrggggnatﬁen§tﬁ3::tg' general awareness of what is taking
place. But it does mean that such links will only be sustained
over time when they take on a different form.

_——“
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The RSSF sh

Without such socialist groups in the colle es the student re lt
W111 take Place anyway. There will inevitagly be a growing regponse to the transformations in the system of education British
capitalism is carrying out on the cheap and at the ex e se f the
students. Examples of successful struggles will stimulate others
to take the same path. But without co t
'
'
among the rank and file it will be maﬁaigﬁgiirsiﬁiatﬁﬁtegtitiiii?
ed student "leaders" to sell out such struggles By the time
the mass of students see through them it may well be too late A
viable RSSF group should be necessary not only so as to provide
a constant s ream cf new socialists for activity outside the
universit
, bmnsineer
t i
d er t o h e 1 p ensure clarity and success for
the Struggle
RSSF could provide the linkage between isolated sections of
stmdents. It could exist in every college as a centre pointing
ou the relevence of activities in other colleges. It could be
continually articulating new programmes relevant to the forms of
oepression suffered by previously inactive sections of the
s udent body éso as for example to bring technologists into
action alongside alre
struggling arts students
But it cannot
do this unless it hasagiabl
t i id th i tit
migher education. There is 3 dagger t§eteit$i1iSn$t“§e33ie§f
hese either because its members, vicariously identifying with
global struggles, do not particigate in more localised ones,or
ecause
the fe g ard RSSF as a su s t i t u t e for (or co etitor with
_
existing outside political groups. In fact RSSF canmge comnle- )
mentary to the_| revolutions FY g rou p s outs i de the colleges ( n
particular, one hopes, International Socialism) by buildin local
socialist stu ent erouns that by their education and agitagion
can provide a cont nua flow of recruits for outside activity.

b%%2gry0
disturbance
to '1the even
normal
of the
V
1 %éﬁ Eggy sgesthe
if life
a necessary

33ivetgégyhgggttg0€g%%€Reb5i%ﬁSa%§ ggsite for student victory a

desire to end the conflict as soon as possible. For this reasogtt
‘ l l
be seeing com romise solutions where none exi
they W11 a waill be aided by those members of the teaching Staff
In this theytw 'ther to bring the conflict to an immediate end.
who W111 wit fel their own particular interests §which can come
ihtgocggflict with particular interests of the a ministration v
without, however, rejecting its total control)..

This makes the existence of a conscious militant group within the
rank and file particularly important. And this snould not wait
for the struggle itself to form it. It shouid exist before, dur-

ing and after as a continual centre of criticism of the institution and the interests it serves. It cannot do this without both
propogating a general view about society and carrying out a programme of theoretical education, not immediately related to
student issues. It has to locate the eroblems of students and

No-one can tell with ant certainty whether RSSF will succeed in
developing along these ines. If it fails, however the job of

ins ance rac a sm or
_
.
critique of capitalism. Only in this way can %here exist a more

will be more giffigﬁl%?Stge prgblemsagf o§§§ini§i°grr3§§i$§r§§iidarit between campuses harder. The movement will continue to

the “moderates", every diversion from the staff.
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_1:ﬁg$%g0¥0g;0eD€. a week y bookstal_ of revolutienary literature
concern t
tuda e programmes for agitation over issues of
_
_ o s u_en s._Them have tn link their general critique of
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f (ntnotes
1. One authority has suﬁgested that both entry requirements to
university and the s andard of degree exams have tended to
rise over the years.(E.E.Robinson,op cit,p18 and 45
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2. For analyses of the concegt of "common sense"see Antonio
Gramsci "Storico Materra ismo" (Turin 1948) Parts of this
are translated {in Fr e n ce 1 in 0 evres Choisies QEditions

~

Socia1es,Paris

959% and

Prince" (London 19 7)

ess(in English) in

‘The Modern

3. For an ana}¥sis of §.U S. history see David Widgery, in forthcoming NLR‘ enguin ooh on students.
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